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NOTICE

The program material contained herein is supplied without
representation or warranty of any kind. Hewlett-Packard
Company therefore assumes no responsibility and shall
have no liability, consequential or otherwise, of any kind
arising from the use of this program material or any part
thereof.



INTRODUCTION

This HP-41C Solutions book was written to help you get the most from your calculator. The programs were chosen to

provide useful calculations for many of the common problems encountered.

They will provide you with immediate capabilities in your everyday calculations and you will find them useful as guides to
programming techniques for writing your own customized software. The comments on each program listing describe the approach

used to reach the solution and help you follow the programmer’s logic as you become and expert on your HP calculator.

KEYING A PROGRAM INTO THE HP-41C

There are several things that you should keep in mind while you are keying in programs from the program listings provided
in this book. The output from the HP 82143A printer provides a convenient way of listing and an easily understood method of

keying in programs without showing every keystroke. This type of output is what appears in this handbook. Once you understand

the procedure for keying programs in from the printed listings, you will find this method simple and fast. Here is the procedure:

1. At the end of each program listing is a listing of status information required to properly execute that program. Included is

the SIZE allocation required. Before you begin keying in the program,press SIZE and specify the allo-
cation (three digits; e.g., 10 should be specified as 010).

Also included in the status information is the display format and status of flags important to the program. To ensure proper
execution, check to see that the display status of the HP-41C is set as specified and check to see that all applicable flags
are set or clear as specified.

2.  Set the HP-41C to PRGM mode (press the key) and press lB(GTO) (<] (=] to prepare the calculator for the new
program.

3. Begin keying in the program. Following is a list of hints that will help you when you key in your programs from the program
listings in this handbook.

a. When you see “ (quote marks) around a character or group of characters in the program listing, those characters are

ALPHA. To key them in, simply press , key in the characters, then press again. So “SAMPLE " would
be keyed in as (ALPHA]“SAMPLE " [ALPHA].

b. The diamond in front of each LBL instruction is only a visual aid to help you locate labels in the program listings.

When you key in a program, ignore the diamond.

The printer indication of divide sign is /. When you see / in the program listing, press (+].

. The printer indication of the multiply sign is = . When you see # in the program listing, press (x].

e. Thelcharacter in the&rogram listing is an indication of the function. When you see -, press il in
ALPHA mode (press and the K key).

f.  All operations requiring register addresses accept those addresses in these forms:

nn (a two-digit number)

IND nn (INDIRECT: @B , followed fy a two-digit number)
X,Y,Z T, orL (a STACK address: (-] followed by X,Y,Z, T,orl)

IND X, Y, Z, T or L (INDIRECT stack: @8 () followed by X,Y,Z, T,orlL)

Indirect addresses are specified by pressing @ and then the indirect address. Stack addresses are specified by
pressing (=] followed by X, Y, Z, T, or L. Indirect stack addresses are specified by pressing l(=] and X, Y, Z, T, or L.

Printer Listing Keystrokes Display

@1eLBL ~SAM @ (t8L] (APHA] SAMPLE 01 LBL”SAMPLE

"85 ~THIS Is (ALPHA] THIS IS A (ALPHA

]

02"THIS IS A
A~ (ateraB SAMPLE 03" - SAMPLE
.83 TFSANPLE B AVIEW 04 AVIEW
84 AVIEMW 6 056
85 6oo ENTERT 06 ENTER /
er -2 2 07 -2

82 s = 08 /18 ST0 IND ABS 09 ABS
L epae. (o]L 10 STO IND L
11 ool o3 Rr3= Il (akcL) o3 11"R3=
13 AVIEW B (aview) 12 ARCL 03
14 RTH 13 AVIEW

B(RN 14 RTN
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 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION     

 

FORM 1040

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to aid the user in completing U. S. Indivi-
dual Income Tax Form 1040.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

The program is relatively straightforward in its operation. Once begun, it
steps through the tax form displaying values it assumes to be correct for

each Lline of the form.

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":") between
the Lline name (a string of five characters) and the current Line value (some
number). An example of a Line of this type is "STATS: 2.'", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status', the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." 1is the current value. At any time the user
encounters a program display similar to the one just described, its Lline
value may be changed simply by keying in some new value (using the numeric
keys) and pressing [R/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may

be performed at this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the
desired value to be input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the line name

and the Lline value. An example of this 1is "NETDV= 545.", where "NETDV" is an

abbreviation for 'Net Dividends', the equal sign indicates that this is a
program-calculated value, and "545." is the current line value. At any time
a program display similar to the one just described is encountered, its Lline

value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by pressing any key other than

CR/S]1), or the program may perform calculations based on the altered (and

incorrect) value.

Not all form 1040 Lines have been included in the program. The Llines omitted
have been so in order to leave space in the computer for programs from this
package. The Llines omitted were chosen because of their (hopefully) Llimited
use. If the user finds that he/she requires one of the omitted items, in all
cases the value may be added into a neighboring, existing Lline item with no
ill effect on the "bottom Line'" results. For example, all deleted Line items
under "Income'" could be totalled by the user and added to Line 21 (other
income).

The following form 1040 Llines have been omitted but may be combined with
neighboring Llines if needed:

 



Line 11: alimony recieved,
Line 14: 40% capital gains distributions,
Line 15: supplemental gains or losses,
Line 16: fully taxable pensions,
Line 17: other penisons/taxable amount,
Line 19: farm income or Lloss,
Line 20: unemployment compensation/taxable amount,
Line 24: employee business expenses,
Line 26: payments to a Keogh,
Line 27: penalty on early withdrawal of savings,
Line 28: alimony paid,
Line 30: disability income exclusion,
Lines 41 through 48: credits,
Lines 51 through 58: other taxes,
Lines 60 through 66: payments.

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, 0 through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars-and-cents amounts respectively.

Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode
and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,
the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output
values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-
play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX 0 will be rounded to 9 before it is
used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output. The fact
that the input values are stored unchanged allows the user to run the program
again with the same inputs in another display mode and see the difference
between using whole dollar and dollars-and-cents values.

The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the Lline is displayed.

Two other forms may be completed while in the process of completing form
1040. These are Schedule A (Itemized Deductions) and Schedule G (Income
Averaging). The program will ask the user if either of the form-completing
programs is desired. If the user answers in the affirmative, the corres-

ponding program must have already been loaded into the computer or the form
1040 program halt with the fatal error '"NONEXISTENT". 1If this occurs, the

user's only recourse is to load the missing program (if desired) and to
restart the 1040 program. If the programs exist in memory, and the user

answers yes to the proper questions, the required programs will be executed
and, at their respective terminations, the 1040 program will be continued.
The above-described option is meant only as a convenience. If the user
prefers to complete each form independent of the others, he or she may.



The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALl input values are echoed and all output values are
streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-
gram generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input thus allowing
the user to record the value. With a printer, program-generated output does
not halt program execution, is not displayed, and is recorded on the printer,
thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the
existing values are known to be correct. In this mode, the user without a
printer may view only those lines calculated by the program. The user with
a printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and
output. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Lit in the
display.



 

  

 SAMPLE PROBLEM     
 

Fill out the form on pages 7 and 8:

The following example assumes:

* that programs "FT" (form 1040), "T2" (1982 tax rate), and "0"
(common subroutines) have been loaded into memory.

there are 29 available data registers (i.e., SIZE has been set
to a number greater than 28).

the program is in "input mode." This is accomplished by pressing
[XEQ] "P'" repeatedly (no more than twice is necessary) until the
annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen in the display.

all pertinent data registers contain the value 0. This is only for
convenience in describing the example and is not required. If the
user desires to duplicate the example exactly, and is certain that
no important data will be destroyed, the computer's CLRG function

may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQJ] "CLRG'").

the display mode is FIX 0.

flags 28 and 29 are set (HP-41 decimal point and digit grouping
flags).

  
 

 
]SOLUTIONL   
 

DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

CXEQ] "FT"

FORM 1040 CR/S]* Identifies the program.
STATS: O. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5, filing status.
EXMPT: O. 4 CR/S] Line ée, total number of

exemptions claimed.

WAGES: 0. 28647 CR/S] Line 7, Wages, salaries,
tips, etc.

INT : 0. 428 CR/S] Line 8, interest income.
DIVID: O. 745 CR/S] Line 9a, dividends.
EXCLN: O. 200 CR/S] Line 9b, exclusion.
NETDV= 545. CR/S]x Line 9c¢, the difference

between 9a and 9b.
STRFD: O. 254 CR/S] Line 10, State and local

income tax refunds.
SCH C: 0. CR/S] Line 12, business income or

Loss.

SCH D: 0. CR/S] Line 13, capital gain or Lloss



DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

SCH E: 0. 8633

OTHIN: O. 285
TOTIN= 38,792.
EXPNS: 0.
IRA : 0. 2000
SCH wW: 0. 348

TOTAD= 2,348.
AGI = 36,444.

SCHED A ?

DEDCT: O. 2707

LIN35= 33,737.

EXMP$= 4,000.
TXABL= 29,737.
TX82T= 5,523.

SCHED G ?

CRDIT: O. 124
NETTX= 5,399.

OTHTX: O.

CR/S1]
CR/S]*
CR/S1]
CR/S]
CR/S]

CR/S]1x
CR/S]1*

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*
CR/S]1*
CR/S1]

CR/S1]

CR/S]
CR/S]1*

CR/S]

Line 18, rents, royalties,
partnerships, estates,
trusts, etc.

Line 21, other 1income.
Line 22, total income.
Line 23, moving expense.
Line 25, payments to an IRA.
Line 29, deduction for a mar-
ried couple when both work.
Line 31, total adjustments.
Line 32, adjusted gross
income.
This query comes up in ALPHA
mode. Pressing "Y' causes
the program to try to execute
the Schedule A program. Any
other response continues the
current program.

Line 34a, itemized deduc-
tions. If the Schedule A
program was not run, this

is a prompt for input. If
the Schedule A program was
run, this value will be
output (i.e., "DEDCT= x').
Line 35, the difference
between lines 33 and 34.
Line 36, lLine 4e x 1000.
Line 37, taxable income.
Line 38, 1982 tax. If
program "T3" were loaded
instead of "T2" the Lline
name would read "83" instead
of "82". The final "T"
indicates that the value
was extracted from the tax
tables. If the tables could
not be used, the "T" would be

omitted.
This query comes up in ALPHA
mode. Pressing "Y'" causes
the program to try to execute

the Schedule G program. Any
other response continues the

current program.

Line 49, total credits.
Line 50, the difference
between Lines 40 and 49.
The total of Lines 51 through

58.



DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES

TOTTX= 5,399. CR/S1*

TOTPD: O. 5323 CR/S]

BLDUE= 76. CR/SI*

76.

COMMENTS

Line 59, total tax. The sum
of Lines 50 through 58.
Line 67, total tax paid. The
sum of Llines 60 through 66.
Line 71, the amount you owe.
If Line 67 were greater than
Line 59, this value would be
Line 68, the amount overpaid,
and would read '"REFND= x".
This is a superfluous value
left in the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.



Department of the Treasury—lInternal Revenue Service

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

: 1040 i 19828 U.S. Individual Income Tax Return ®
For the year January 1-December 31, 1982, or other tax year beginning , 1982, ending , 19 OMB No. 1545-0074

Use Your first name and initial (if joint return, also give spouse’s name and initial) Last name Your social security number

IRS ; '

label. — : !
Other- Present home address (Number and street, including apartment number, or rural route) Spouse’s social security no.

wise, i E
please - - - : '
print City, town or post office, State and ZIP code Your occupation >

or type. Spouse’s occupation p

Presidential Do youwant $ltogotothisfund? . . ... .......... Yes % ___|No| Note:Check"35,,,"{;,? ';,,“;z{
Election Campaign If joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund? . . . Yes % No duce your refund.      
 

| For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Instructions.
 

 

 

   

s 1 ingl
Filing Status , |—| 38 . ;

Z Married filing joint return (even if only one had income)

g,’,‘f‘:;‘o,‘(’,"'y 3 ____| Married filing separate return. Enter spouse’s social security no. above and full name here p________________________________

4 Head of household (with qualifying person). (See page 6 of Instructions.) If the qualifying person is your un-

married child but not your dependent, enter child’'s name »_______.
5 Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died p 19 ). (See page 6 of Instructions.)

. 6a . Enter number of

Exemptions L Yourself ——| 65 or over ——| Blind } boxes checked
b /| Spouse | 65 or over | Blind on 6a and b p

Always check
the box labeled

Yourself.
Check other

   

¢ First names of your dependent children who lived with you )B]LLfDA\LE_______ }

  

 

(3) Number of (4) Did dependent (5) Did you provide

 

  
 

 

 

Enter number

of children

listed on 6c p

2

2
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

  $10,000, see ‘‘Earned Income Credit’”” (line 62) on page 15 of Instructions.    

boxes if they d Other dependents: (2) Relationship months lived have income of more than one-half of Enter number
apply. (1) Name in your home $1,000 or more? dependent’s support? ¢ ~iher

dependents Pp |
Add numbers 2
entered in 4.

e Total number of exemptions claimed . . . . . . ... ... ... boxes above P ]

Income 7 Wages, salaries, tips, €tC. . . . . . . . i i e e e e e e e e e e 7 28,6471

8 Interest income (attach Schedule B if over $400 or you have any All-Savers interest) . . . . /_i_ J_Z-_B_ —_—

gf:;eBagtfa;';ur 9a Dividends (attach Schedule B if over $400) 145i, 9b Bxclusion_200} w
Forms W-2 here. Cc SubtractlineSbfromlineQ9a. . . . ... .. .. ...o0 9c ___SA:S__-

If you do not have 10 Refunds of State and local income taxes (do not enter an amount unless you de-

a W-2, see ducted those taxes in an earlier year—see page 9 of Instructions) . . . . . . . .. 10 254’

page 5 of 11 Alimony received . . . . . . . . . . i e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e e 11Instructions.
12 Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C) . . . . . . . . v v v v v v .. p |12 0
13 Capital gain or (loss) (attach Schedule D) . . .. . . . v v v vt v v v e e 13 0
14 409, capital gain distributions not reported on line 13 (See page 9 of Instructions) 14

15 Supplemental gains or (losses) (attach Form 4797) . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 15 -

16 Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17 . . 16 R

17a Other pensions and annuities. Total received . . . . I 17a | //////////

b Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions . . . . . . .. 17b

— 18 Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach ScheduleE) . . . . . . 18 ___8,6_33_-

19 Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F). . . . . . ... ... ...... > ,19

:{:::fi check 20a Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total received | 20a | l %

or money b Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions. . . . . . . . . 20b

order here. 21 Other income (state nature and source—see page 10 of Instructions) »»_____%
21

22 Totalincome. Add amountsincolumn for lines7through21..........p| 22 28792
23 Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F) . . . |23 O %/ .

Adjustments 24 Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106) . . |24 /
to Income 25 Payments to an IRA. You must enter code from page /

(See 11 (o) o e e e ee 25 2,000 /
g‘::;“gn 26 Payments to a Keogh (H.R. 10) retirement plan . . . 26 /

page 11) 27 Penalty on early withdrawal of savings . . . . . . . . 27 /

28 AMONY paid . . . v v v e e ee 28 /
29 Deduction for a married couple when both work (at- /

tach Schedule W) . . . . . . . v v v v v i i 29248|/

30 Disability income exclusion (attach Form 2440) . 30 ////
31 Total adjustments. Add lines 23through30. . . . . . . . ... ........ » [31 2,348

Adjusted 32 Adjusted gross income. Subtract line 31 from line 22. If this line is less than -

32Gross Income If you want IRS to figure your tax, see page 3 of Instructions . . . . . . . ... > 344
 



Form 1040 (1982) Page 2
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

  
    

 

 

    

Tax 33 Amount from line 32 (adjusted gross income) . . . . . . . . . . . .00 33 36:4'44'

Compu- 34a |If you itemize, complete Schedule A (Form 1040) and enter the amount from Schedule A, line 30 . . . . 734a 2,]Qj -
. Caution: If you have unearned income and can be claimed as a dependent on your //

tation parent’s return, check here B [ and see page 12 of the Instructions. Also see /
(See page 12 of the Instructionsif: o . /
Instruc- ® You are married filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions, OR

tions on ® You file Form 4563, OR @ You are a dual-status alien. /

page 12) 34b If you do not itemize, complete the worksheet on page 13. Then enter the allowable ///

part of your charitable contributions here . . . . . . . . .. .. ... ... ..... 34b

35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, fromline33 . . . . . ... ... .... _32_ 33,13 Z .

36 Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040, line 6e . . 36 4', 000 |

37 Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35 . . . . . . . v v v ii 37 29:137
38 Tax. Enter tax here and check if from [] Tax Table, [] Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z,

or []Schedule G . ... .............., 38 5 523 _

39 Additional Taxes. (See page 13 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from [] Form 4970,} 39
[] Form 4972, [7] Form 5544, or ] section 72 penalty taxes . . . . . . ... ... %

40 Total. Add lines 38 and 39 . . . . .e> |40 5,623
Credit 41 Credit for the elderly (attach Schedules R&RP) . . . . . 41 ///%

redits 42 Foreign tax credit (attach Form 1116) . . .. ... .. 42 /

(See 43 Investment credit (attach Form 3468) . .. ... ... 43 /

{[‘j,f;“f,n 44 Partial credit for political contributions . . . . .. ... 44 /
page 13) 45 Credit for child and dependentcare expenses(Form2441) . 45 /

46 Jobs credit (attach Form 5884) . ... ........ 46 /
47 Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695) . . . . . . 47 /
48 Other credits—seepage 14 P..ol 48 ///
49 Total credits. Add lines 41 through 48 . . . . . . . . . . .« . 0 i i e e e e 49 /2 g: _

50 Balance. Subtract line 49 from line 40 and enter difference (but not less than zero) . p 50 5}393

Other 51 Self-employment tax (attach Schedule SE) . . . . . . . . . v v v, 51

Taxes 52 Minimum tax (attach Form 4625) . . . . . .« v v v i e e e e e e e e e 52

53 Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251) . . . . . . ¢ v v v v v v v i e 53

g'g:;‘:\g;"g 54 Tax from recapture of investment credit (attach Form 4255) . . . . . . . . .. ... 54

EIC 55 Social security (FICA) tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137) . |33
Payments) 56 Uncollected employee FICA and RRTA tax on tips (from Form W=2) . . . . . .. .. 56

57 Tax on an IRA (attach Form 5329) . . . . . . v i v i i e i e e e e e e e e e 57
58 Advance earned income credit (EIC) payments received (from Form W-2) . . . . . . 58

06 59 Total tax. Add lines 50 through 58 . . . . . . . . .. ... ... ......... M |59 S, 399

Payments 60 Total Federal income tax withheld . . . . ... ... .. 60 7/
61 1982 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1981 return . 61 /

Attach o 62 Eamed income credit. If line 33 is under $10,000, see /
W—2G, and page 15 of Instructions . . . .. ... ......... 62 /

rg—fzriot 63 Amount paid with Form 4868 . . . ... ... .. ... 63 /
' 64 Excess FICA and RRTA tax withheld (two or more employers) . 64 /

65 Credit for Federal tax on special fuels and oils (attach /

Form 4136) . . v v v iit 65 %
66 Regulated Investment Company credit (attach Form 2439) 66 7

67 Total. Add lines 60 through 66. . . . . . . . . . . v v v v vti » 67 5323

Refund or 68 If line 67 is larger than line 59, enter amount OVERPAID . . . . . . . .. .. ... p 68 "

Amount 69 Amount of line 68to be REFUNDEDTOYOU . . . . . . . . ¢« t v v v v v v v v v > 759

You Owe 70 Amount of line 68 to be applied to your 1983 estimated tax . . . p» I 70 I I 7/

71 |If line 59 is larger than line 67, enter AMOUNT YOU OWE. Attach check or money order for full amount 7,

payable to Internal Revenue Service. Write your social security number and “1982 Form 1040” onit. p» 71 7 6

(Check P [] if Form 2210 (2210F) is attached. See page 16 of Instructions.) B $ 7/////4 W//////%

Under penalties of perjury, | declare that | have examined this return, including accompanying schedules and statements, and to the best
Please of my knowledge and belief, it is true, correct, and complete. Declaration of preparer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of

which preparer has any knowledge.

Sign

“ere } Your signature Date }Spouse's signature (if filing jointly, BOTH must sign)

Paid Preparer’s } Date ge?lifeja‘:ni-f Preparer'is sociali security no.
signature ployed > D ; :

Preparer’s Firm's name (or E.l. No. p i
Use Only yours, if self-employed) - .  

 

and address ZIP code P



 

 

 

 

 USER INSTRUCTIONS  
   
 

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

1. At a minimum, load the
following programs:
"FT" (form 1040) CshiftlCGTO] ..
"T2" ('82 tax tables) or
"T3" ('83 tax tables) [shiftlLGTO] ..
"0" (misc. routines). CshiftlL[GTO] ..

2. Allocate data registers
(minimum 29). CXEQ] "SIZE" 029

3. Select an appropriate
display format. CshiftlLFIX] n

4. Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-
prompting" (flag 0 clear)
mode. Pressing [XEQ] '"P"
toggles between these
modes. CXEQ] "pP"

5. Run the 1040 program. Cxe@l "FT" FORM 1040

6. This display identifies
the program. CR/S]x* STATS: x

7. Enter one of lines 1-5:
your filing status. status CR/S] EXMPT: x

8. Enter Lline 6e: total number
of exemptions claimed. exemptions CR/S] WAGES: x

9. Enter Line 7: Wages,
salaries, tips, etc. wages [R/S] INT : x

10. Enter Lline 8: interest

income. interest CR/S] DIVID: x

11. Enter line 9a: dividends. dividends CR/S] EXCLN: x

12. Enter Lline 9b: exclusion. exclusion CR/S] NETDV= x

13. Output Lline 9c¢c, the dif-
ference between Lines 9a

and 9b. CR/S]* STRFD: x

14. Enter Lline 10: State and

local income tax refunds. refunds CR/S] SCH C: x
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INSTRUCTIONS INPUT
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17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Enter Lline 12: business

income or Llss. (+ or =) bus. inc.

Enter Line 13: capital
gain or loss. (+ or =) cap. gain

Enter Lline 18: rents,
royalties, partnerships,
estates, trusts, etc. rents, etc.

Enter Line 21: other

income. other 1inc.

Output Line 22: total
income.

Enter Line 23: moving
expense. expense

Enter Line 25: payments
to an IRA. IRA payment

Enter Lline 29: Deduction
for a married couple when
both work. deduction

Output Lline 31: total
adjustments to income.

Output of Lline 32:
adjusted gross income.

This query comes up in
ALPHA mode. Pressing "Y"
causes the program to try to

execute the Schedule A pro-
gram (see Schedule A pro-

gram instructions). Any
other response continues
the current program. "Y'" or any

Enter Lline 34a: itemized
deductions. If the Schedule
A program was not run,

this is a prompt for input.
If the Schedule A program
was run, the program returns
to 1040 at this point and
this value will be output
( i.e., "DEDCT= x" ). deductions

KEYSTROKES
 

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S]1x

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]x

CR/S]1*

CR/S1]

CR/S1]

DISPLAY

SCH C: x

SCH E: x

OTHIN: x

TOTIN= x

EXPNS: x

IRA : x

SCH W: x

TOTAD= x

AGI = x

SCHED A ?

DEDCT: x

LIN35= x



INSTRUCTIONS

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

Output Lline 35: the
difference between Lines 33

and 34.

Output Line 36: Line 4e
x 1000.

Output Lline 37: taxable
income.

Output Line 38, 1982 tax.

If program "T3" were loaded
instead of "T2" the Lline
name would read '83" instead
of "82". The final "T"
indicates that the value

was extracted from the tax
tables. If the tables could
not be used, the "T" would
be omitted.

This query comes up in
ALPHA mode. Pressing "Y"
causes the program to try to
execute the Schedule G
program. Any other response

continues the current
program. If the Schedule G
program was run, control
returns to the current
program at the User
Instruction step 32.

Enter Line 49: total

credits.

Output Line 50: the
difference between Llines 40

and 49.

Enter the total of Llines

51 through 58.

Output Lline 59: total
tax, the sum of Lines 50
through 58.

Enter Lline 67: total tax
paid, the sum of Lines 60
through 66.

"Y" or any

total

total

paid

KEYSTROKES DISPLAY
 

CR/S]1*

CR/S]*

CR/S]*

CR/S]1x

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]*

CR/S]

CR/S]1x

CR/S3J

EXMP$= x

TXABL= x

TX82T= x

SCHED G ?

CRDIT: x

NETTX= x

OTHTX: x

TOTTX= X

TOTPD: x

BLDUE= x

11
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INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

37. Output Lline 71: the amount
you owe. If Line 67 were
greater than line 59, this
value would be Lline 68, the
amount overpaid, and would
read "REFND= x". CR/S]* X

38. This is a superfluous value
left in the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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PROGRAM DETAIL -

The form 1040 program is 159 steps and 438 bytes (62.6 registers) long. It
requires two other programs, one of the tax table programs and the miscel-
laneous routines programs. The two tax programs are 332 and 355 bytes each
while the routines program is 233 bytes. At a minimum, 29 data registers are
needed, totalling 172.3 or 175.6 registers for operation.

The program has one entry point, global Label "FT".

Aside from the flags manipulated by the subroutines called, the program
itself manipulates the following flags:

flag 06 set - to disable the storage feature of routine "S"
flag 08 set - to disable the increment feature of routine "S"
flag 08 : set - indicates the tax table routine was used

clear - indicates the tax table routine was not used
(note that no other routine that uses flag 08
was called during this manipulation)

flag 10 : cleared, and tested - to determine if the Schedule A
program (which sets flag 10) was run

set - print double wide (for the printed program
identifier)

flag 12

The following data registers are used:

00 = register index for data manipulation

01 = Lines 1 through 5: filing status
02 = Line 6e: total number of exemptions claimed
03 = Lline 7: wages, salaries, tips, etc.
04 = Line 8: interest income
05 = Line 9a: dividends
06 = Line 9b: exclusion
07 = Line 10: refunds from state and lLocal income tax
08 = Line 12: business income or loss
09 = Line 13: capital gain or Lloss
10 = line 18: rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc.
11 = Lline 21: other income
12 = Lline 22: total income
13 = Line 23: moving expenses
14 = Lline 25: payments to IRA
15 = Lline 29: deduction for married couple when both work
16 = Lline 31: total adjustments
17 = Lline 32: adjusted gross income
18 = Lline 34: itemized deductions
19 = Line 35: Lline 33 (32) minus line 34
20 = line 36: line 4e (exemptions) * 1000
21 = Lline 37: taxable income (lLine 36 from 35)
22 = Line 38: tax
23 = Lline 49: total credits
24 = Lines 51 through 58: other tax

25 = Lline 59: total tax
26 = Line 67: total paid
27 = pointer to a register where a total is currently being

accumulated

28 = used by tax rate routines (see appropriate routine)
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  PROGRAM LISTING 

 

  
 

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

Hi+LBL “FT-" o2 R®A XN

@z SF 12 print double wide 53 - line 22 - line 31
a3z 1= reg. to sum in =4 STO 17

A4 “FORM 1@ title 55 HEQ ¥ output AGI
LG S& ADY
G5 ¥E@ -~u- init. routine 57 “"AC schedule A
Be XKEGQ =2 status prompt 55 HEQ @ run schedule A?
Ay “"EXMPT™ o9 DEDCT

a3 XEQ =-2°¢ exemption prompt &3 FC7? 1@ no schedule A?
B9 ADY =1 REG =2 deduction prompt

i@ “WAGES*" 62 FC70C 18 no schedule A?
11 ®xEG =Y%¥-~ wage prompt & sum =3 GTO a7y skip output

12 " IHT . 54 KREGR K output deductions
13 HXEQ@ =%*" int. prompt & sum &5 ADY
i4 =“DIVID" 6 XER O divide printer
15 HEG@ ==~ dividend prompt &7 HDV output
16 "EXCLHN-" cS«lLBL @7 from step 63
17 XER =2~ exclusion prompt 63 "LIN3S
i858 “HETDW*"™ rE XEQ "5 R17 - R18

19 SF @6 no store ''S" 71 "ExXMPF
Zz@a Sk B8g no increment ''S" re RCL B= recall exemptions
21 xXEQR "S- output R0O5-R06 v 32 EHD

=2 "STEFD*® 74 1 E3
23 XEGQ Oty state refund 7o o 1000 * exemptions
24 “SCH - prompt & sum e STO Zg

25 Y¥ER "Y' -¢ schedule C v HBEG "H output line 20
26 "SCH I~ prompt & sum o "THHBL

27 HE@ =%¥- schedule D 79 HERQ "5 R19 - R20
=2 "S5SCH E~ prompt & sum g8 HDY

29 HEQ =¥-= schedule E g1 “TH= if tax = 0
28 "OTHIH"® prompt & sum 22 ®=av no taxable?
21 WE@ "y other income 23 GTO a3z skip tax calc.
Fz2 “TOTIH® prompt & sum 84 XKEG "W~ find zero bracket
23 RCL 12 recall total 83 kL4FY amount
34 REG vR* output total 56 =YY taxable < zba?
IS Any ) 827y CL= no tax
A 16 new sum register 88 X==@[7 no tax?

27 HE@ “T- store & clear new 29 GTO a3 skip tax calc.
IS “"EXPHSC sum register 9 CF ad init. tax table
29 XERQ =%¥*= expenses prompt 91 o E4 flag
45 “IRA - & sum 2 HKLFY

43 HEQ "Y'~ schedule W 95 GTO &5 skip tax table
44 =“TOTHD" prompt & sum 95 ENTERT

45 RECL 165 recall total adj. 97 SFE @z tax table
46 HEQ "XH- output total adj. Sz 1 1 in lastx
47 HDY 39 *

42 CF 1@ init. schedule A il I EX
49 “Aaci flag 1Al ®¥<=Y¥7 ta>.<able >= 3000

5@ RCL 12 recall line 22 182 ISG L 2 in Tastx
S1 RHNI iAa3 CLD dummy step
 

 

 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

1a4 RIDH taxable in x 156 HEQ@ =¥ output '"'BLDUE'" or
iAas LASTH 1 or 2 157 ALY "REEND"
1 25 158 ADY

17 * 25 or 50 159 EHNHID
igs MOD amt over tax brkt
1832 LASTH 25 or 50
i1g ~Z
111 ~ 12.5 or 25
iiZ2 RERIDH amt. over tax brkt

113 - base of tax brkt
114 T 12.5 or 25
115 + mid tax brkt

iis+lLBL 4o end of tax table

117 #XEGZ "E* get tax
1123 FC7? @ag no tax table?

119 “F -~ omit "T"
1z FC7C @8 no tax table?

121 GTa a3 skip rounding
1z2z2 =vT*" add "'T"

1232 .5 unconditional
1z4 + round up
125 IWNT
125«BL @9 end of tax calc.

iz sS5TO =2 store tax

128 XEG =X output tax
129 AaDbY
138 G- schedule G

131 XEQ =@~ run schedule G?
132 25 new sum register
133 ¥EG =T~ store & clear

134 =“CRDIT™ new sum register
135 232 adjust index to
1Z6 STO Q@ credit register
137 HEQ 2" credit prompt
138 "HNHETTHE"
1329 SF ao no store/yes sum
148 SF @3 no increment

i41 XHEQ =L&5- tax - credit

142 =0O0THTHE"™

143 ®EG =¥*™ other tax prompt
idd4 =TOTTH" & sum
145 RECL Z5 recall other tax
146 XEG "X~ output other tax
i47 =TOTFPID"
148 ¥E@ === prompt total paid

i49 -“ELDUE"
158 RCL 25 total tax
151 REHD

152 = paid - total tax
1533 Xxa7? more paid?
iS4 "“REFHD"
iS55 ABs positive output  
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   PROGRAM DESCRIPTION  
 

SCHEDULE A
ITEMIZED DEDUCTIONS

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to aid the user in itemizing deductions using

Schedule A.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

The program is relatively straightforward in its operation. Once begun, it
steps through the tax form displaying values it assumes to be correct for
each Lline of the form.

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":") between
the Line name (a string of five characters) and the current Line value (some
number). An example of a Lline of this type is "STATS: 2.'", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status', the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." is the current value. At any time the user en-
counters a program display similar to the one just described, its Lline value
may be used as is by pressing [R/S] (to continue the program) or may be
changed by keying in some new value (using the numeric keys) and pressing
[R/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may be performed at
this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the desired value
to be 1input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the line name
and the Lline value. An example of this is "1%AGI= 364.'", where "1%AGI" is an
abbreviation for "one percent of your adjusted gross income", the equal sign
indicates that this is a program-calculated value, and "364." is the current
Line value. At any time a program display similar to the one just described
is encountered, its line value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by
pressing any key other than [R/S]), or the program may perform calculations
based on the altered (and incorrect) value.

Not all Schedule A Lines have been included in the program. The Llines omit-
ted have been so in order to leave space in the computer for other programs

from this package. The Lines omitted were chosen because of their (hope-
fully) Llimited use. If the user finds that he/she requires one of the omit-
ted items, in all cases the value may be added into a neighboring, existing
Line item with no ill effect on the "bottom Lline" results. For example, all
items under "Contributions'" can be totalled by the user and added to Line 23.

The following Schedule A lines have been omitted but may be combined with
neighboring Llines if needed:

 



Line 13b: general sales on motor vehicles
Line 20: cash contributions
Line 21: contributions other than cash
Line 22: carryover from prior years

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, O through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars-and-cents amounts respectively.
Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode
and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,
the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output
values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-
play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX O will be rounded to 9 before it is
used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output. The fact
that the values are retained exactly as input allows the user to rerun the
program with no new inputs in another display mode and quickly see the dif-
ference between whole dollar and dollars-and-cents input.

The Schedule A program can be run on its own independent of any programs
other than the '"common routines'" program. It may also be 'called" from the
1040 program to complete Schedule A in the process of completing form 1040.
If the Llatter occurs, certain Line information will be assumed to have been
input or calculated by the calling program. In other words, the Schedule A
program will run a Little differently (omitting certain inputs, treating
others as outputs) when called than when run on its own. These differences
will be detailed in the User Instructions.

The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the Lline is displayed.

The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALL input values are echoed and all output values are
streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-
gram-generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input, thus allowing
the user to manually record the value. With a printer, program-generated
output does not halt program execution, is not displayed and is recorded on
the printer, thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the

existing values are known to be correct. In this mode, the user without a

printer may view only those lines calculated by the program. The user with
a printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and

output. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Lit in the

display.
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 SAMPLE PROBLEM  
   

Fill out the form on page 22.

The example assumes:

* that programs "SA" (Schedule A) and "0" (common subroutines) have
been loaded into memory.

* there are 51 available data registers (i.e., SIZE has been set to

a number greater than 50).

* the program is in "input mode." This is accomplished by pressing
CXEQ] "P'" repeatedly (no more than twice is necessary) until the
annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen in the display.

* all pertinent data registers contain the value 0. This 1is only
for convenience in describing the example and is not required.
If the user desires to duplicate the example exactly, and is cer-
tain that no important data will be destroyed, the computer's CLRG
function may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQ] "CLRG").

* the display mode is FIX O.

* flags 28 and 29 are set (the HP-41 decimal point and digit grouping

 

 

 

 

   

 

flags).

ISOLUTIONL

DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

CXEQT '"SA"

SCHEDULE A CR/S]1* Identifies the program.
STATS: 0. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5 of form 1040:

filing status. If this

program was called from the
1040 program, this prompt

will be skipped.

AGI : 0. 36444 CR/S] Line 33 from form 1040:
adjusted gross income. If

this program was called from
the 1040 program, this prompt
will be skipped.

DRUGS: O. 412 CR/S] Line 1: medicine and drugs.
1%AGI= 364. CrR/S] Line 2: 1% of Line 33 form

1040.
LINE3= 48. CR/S]* Line 3: Line 2 from Lline 1.

MDINS: O. 372 CR/S] Line 4: total medical ins.
premiums paid for medical

and dental.

 



DISPLAY KEYSTROKES

21

COMMENTS

DCTRS:

TRNSP:
OTHER:

LINE6=

3%AGI=

LINES8=

LINEG=

TOTMD=

SLITX:

RESTX:

SLSTX:

OTHER:

TOTTX=

MORTG:

CDTCD:

OTHER:

TOTIN=

CNTRB:
CSLTY:

DUES :

TXPRP:

OTHER:

TOTMS=

GRDED=
ZBRAM=

DEDCT=

2,707.

2,531.

234.

6,107.
3,400.
2,707.

1373

833
325

2377

62

560

150

40

b4

CR/S1]

CR/S]
CR/S]

CR/S]*

CR/S]*

CR/S1x
CR/S]1*
CR/S]*

CR/S]

CR/S]
CR/S1]
CR/S]
CR/S]1x
CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S]1x

CR/S1]
CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S1x

CR/S]*
CR/SI*
CR/SI*

Line 5a: doctors, dentists,
nurses, hospitals, etc.
Line 5b: transportation.
Line S5c: other medical
expenses.
Line 6: add Lines 3 through
5c.
Line 7: 3% of Line 33 form
1040.
Line 8: Line 7 from Lline 6.

Line 9: half of Line 4 <= 150
Line 10: Llarger of lines 8
and 9.

Line 11: state and local

income tax.

Line 12: real estate tax.

Line 13: sales tax.

Line 14: other taxes.
Line 15: total tax.

Line 16: home mortgage
interest paid to financial
institutions.

Line 17: credit cards and

charge accounts.
Line 18: other interest

expenses.
Line 19: total interest

expense.
Line 23: total contributions.

Line 24: total casualty or
theft loss.

Line 25a: union and

professional dues.
Line 25b: tax preparation
fee.

Line 26: other miscellaneous

deductions.

Line 27: total misc. losses
and deductions.

Line 28: gross deductions.
Line 29: zero bracket amount.

Line 30: adjusted deductions.

If this program was called

from the 1040 program,
control will be passed back
to that program after this
display.
Superfluous number Lleft in
the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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Schedules A&B

(Form 1040)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue Service ()]

Schedule A—Itemized Deductions
(Schedule B is on back)

Name(s) as shown on Form 1040

p> Attach to Form 1040. P> See Instructions for Schedules A and B (Form 1040).

OMB No. 1545-0074

1982
Your social secu_rity number

  

Medical and 1 Medicines and drugs . . . . . . . |1 _4'_L2—_- 7 //// %

Dental Expenses 2 Write 19 of Form 1040, line 33 . 2 364 //4 %
(Do not include 3 Subtractline 2 from line 1. If line 2 is more than line 1, write zero . |_3 __i /

expenses reim- 4 Total insurance premiums you paid for medical and dental care .|_4__372 %

bursed or paid 5 Other medical and dental expenses: /

by others.) a Doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals, etc . _5al_ 878 %

(See page 17 of b Transportation . O-]—49_ /

Instructions.) ¢ Other (list—include hearing aids, dentures, eyeglasses, etc.) /

>_eye_9lassesforDAVE. /
___________________________________________________________________________________ Sc|89 /

6 Add lines 3 through 5c . . 16| 1,43 /
7 Multiply amount on Form 1040, line 33, by 3% (.03) . 7 1,093 %
8 Subtract line 7 from line 6.If line 7 is more than line 6, write zero . |_8 343 //

9 Write one-half of amount on line 4, but not more than $150 9 /SO | 1777
10 COMPARE amounts on line 8 and line 9, and write the LARGER amount here. . p

    

 

  
 

Taxes

(See page 18 of
Instructions.)

11

12

13

14

15

State and local income .
 

Real estate c e e e

a General sales (see sales tax tables) .

b General sales on motor vehicles . e e

Other (list—include personal property)».

 

Add lines 11 through 14. Write your answer here .
 

Interest Expense

(See page 19 of

Instructions.)

16

17

18

19

a Home mortgage interest paid to financial institutions .

b Home mortgage interest paid to individuals (show that per-

son’s name and address) »______.

 

Credit cards and charge accounts .
 

Other (list)P>.

 

Add lines 16a through 18. Write your answer here .
 

Contributions

(See page 19 of
Instructions.)

20 a Cash contributions. (If you gave $3,000 or more to any one or-

ganization, report those contributions on line 20b.) .

b Cash contributions totaling $3,000 or more to any one organi-

zation. (Show to whom you gave and how much you gave.)

 

 

     
  

21 Other than cash (see page 19 of Instructions for required statement) .

22 Carryover from prioryears. . . . . . . .

23 Add lines 20a through 22. Write your answer here . ~

Casualty and 24 Total casualty or theft loss(es) (attach Form 4684) . . o //

Theft Losses and 25 a Union and professional dues .| 25a /SO 2
Miscellaneous b Tax return preparation fee . . . . . . . . . .l|2s5b 40

Deductions 56 other (list) Boo v
(See page 20of ///
Instructions.) o 26 44. T\

27 Addlines24through26.Writeyouranswerhere..... . p 127 2 34

Summary of
I)Itctlimized 28 Add lines 10, 15, 19, 23, and 27 . 28 6,/07
eductions

2 or 5, write $3,400. . 29 3.400
(See page 20 of 29 |f you checked Form 1040, Filing Status box 1 or 4, write $2,300 . ’
Instructions.) 3, write $1,700 .

30 Subtract line 29 from line 28. Write your answer here and on Form 1040, line 34a. (If 2 -, 0-7

line 29 is more than line 28, see the Instructions for line 30 on page 20.) . . p» |30 ’

 

    
 

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 Instructions.



 

 
 

 USER INSTRUCTIONS     

 

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

1) At a minimum, load the
following programs:

"SA" (Schedule A) Cshiftl[GTO] ..

"0" (misc. routines). CshiftlC[GTO] ..

2) Allocate data registers
(minimum 51). [XEQ] "SIZE" 051

3) Select an appropriate
display format. CshiftlLFIX] n

4) Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-prompt-
ing" (flag 0 clear) mode.
Pressing [XEQ] "P" toggles
between these modes. CXEQ] "P"

5) Run the Schedule A program. [XEQ] '"SA" SCHEDULE A

6) This display identifies
the program. CR/S1* STATS: x

7) Enter one of lines 1-5:
your filing status. If
this program was called
from the 1040 program, this
prompt will be skipped. status CR/S] AGI : x

8) Enter Lline 33 from form
1040: adjusted gross income.
If this program was called
from the 1040 program, this
prompt will be skipped. agi CR/S] DRUGS: x

9) Enter Lline 1: medicine

and drugs. drugs CrR/S] 1%ZAGI= x

10) Output Lline 2: 1% of Lline

33 form 1040. CR/S1* LINE3= x

11) Output Lline 3: Line 2
from Line 1. CR/S]1* MDINS: x

12) Input Lline 4: total
medical ins. premiums paid
for medical and dental. insurance CR/S] DCTRS: x

13) Input Lline 5a: doctors,
dentists, nurses, hospi-
tals, etc. doctors CrR/S] TRNSP: x
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INSTRUCTIONS

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

2h.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

Input Lline 5b:
transportation. transport.

Input Lline 5c: other
medical expenses. other exp.

Output Lline 6: add Llines

3 through 5c.

Output of Lline 7: 3% of

Line 33 form 1040.

Output of Line 8: Lline

7 from Lline 6.

Output of Line 9: half

of Line 4 <= 150.

Output of Line 10: the
Larger of lines 8 and 9.

Enter Lline 11: state and

local income tax. state tax

Enter Line 12: real

estate tax. re. es. tax

Enter Lline 13: sales tax. sales tax

Enter Line 14: other

taxes. other tax

Output of Line 15: total

tax.

Input Line 16: home

mortgage interest paid to
financial institutions. mort. int.

Input Line 17: credit

cards and charge accounts. credit card

Enter Line 18: other

interest expenses. other exp.

Output of Line 19: total

interest expense.

Enter Line 23: total

contributions. contrib.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/SJ*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1x

CR/S]1x

CR/S]1*

CR/S1]

CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S]

CR/SJ*

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/SI*

CR/S1]

DISPLAY

OTHER:

LINE6=

3%AGI=

LINE8=

LINE9=

TOTMD=

SLITX:

RESTX:

SLSTX:

OTHER:

TOTTX=

MORTG:

CDTCD:

OTHER:

TOTIN=

CNTRB:

CSLTY:

x
x



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

31. Enter Lline 24: total
casualty or theft loss. casualty CR/S] DUES : x

32. Enter Lline 25a: union

and professional dues. dues CR/S] TXPRP: x

33. Enter Lline 25b: tax

preparation fee. tax prep. CR/S] OTHER: x

34. Enter Lline 26: other

miscel laneous deductions. other misc. CR/S] TOTMS= x

35. Output of Line 27: total

miscel laneous deductions. CR/S]1x* GRDED= x

36. Output of Line 28: gross
deductions. CR/S]1* ZBRAM= x

37. Output of Line 29: zero

bracket amount. CR/S]* DEDCT= x

38. Output of Line 30:
adjusted deductions.
If this program was called
from the 1040 program,
control will be passed back
to that program after this
display. CR/S1* X

39. This is a superfluous value
left in the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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PROGRAM DETAIL -

The form Schedule A program is 142 steps and 432 bytes (61.7 registers) long.
It requires one other program: the miscellaneous routines program--233 bytes.
At a minimum, 51 data registers are needed, totalling 146 registers for
operation.

The program has two entry points, global labels "SA" and "AS". Label "SA" is
the user entry point. When the user desires to run the program independent
of the 1040 program, this label is accessed. Label "AS" is the entry point
for the 1040 program.

Aside from the flags manipulated by the subroutines called, the program
itself manipulates the following flags:

flag 06 : set - to disable the storage feature of routine "S"
flag 10 : set - if the program was called via "AS"

clear - if the program was called via "SA"
flag 12 : set - print double wide (for the printed program

identifier)
clear - print single wide

The the data registers used by the form 1040 program are preserved with the
exception of registers 1, 17 and 18. These registers are not modified if the
program is called from the 1040 program, but can be if the program is run on
its own. The following data registers are used:

00 = register index for data manipulation
01 = lines 1 through 5, form 1040: filing status
17 = Line 32, form 1040: adjusted gross income
18 = Line 33, form 1040: deductions
29 = Line 1: medicines and drugs
30 = Line 4: total insurance premiums paid
31 = Line 5a: doctors, dentists, nurses, hospitals, etc.
32 = Line 5b: medical transportation
33 = Line Sc: other medical expenses
34 = Line 6: total medical expenses
35 = Line 11: state and local income tax
36 = Line 12: real estate tax
37 = Line 13: sales tax
38 = Line 14: other taxes
39 = Line 15: total tax

40 = Line 16: home mortgage interest paid
41 = Line 17: credit cards and charge accounts
42 = Line 18: other interest expenses
43 = Line 19: total interest expense
44 = Line 23: total contributions
45 = Line 24: total casualty or theft loss
46 = Line 25a: union and professional dues
47 = Line 25b: tax preparation fee
48 = Line 26: other miscellaneous deductions
49 = Line 27: total miscellaneous deductions
50 = Line 28: total itemized deductions



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

   
 

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

alieLBL “SA" user entry point 2 “LIMEZ"
Az CF 183 not a subroutine 532 SF a6 no store

m3 SF 12 double wide print =S4 ¥E@ "S- line 7 from 6
a4 GTO Q@ to step 09 55 “LINES"”
a5+LBL “"AS" sub. entry point 56 RCL 324 line 6
A5 SF 14 subroutine flag 57 REHND
a7y CF 12 print single wide =S5 2
Az XEQ "0~ print divider 59 -
A9«BL GG A 15

18 24 sum register 61 H>v7?
11 =SCHEDUL D KLY

E A~ 63 XER X output line 9
1z XE@ =—-u- initialize &4 =“TOTHD .

13 FC? 18 subroutine? &5 RCL 2 ][”e 8 . ,

14 XEQ@ =2~ status prompt a6 s line 8 < line 97

15 17 AGl register a7 K< FN
16 STO a@ reset pointer /8 STO S8 .
17 =AGI -~ 69 XEGQ "X line 10
i858 FC? 1@ subroutine? a ADY

19 ¥EQ =Z2-= AGl prompt 71 4 back 4 registers
28 FC? 18 subroutine? 72 ST-— 4@
Z1 ADY 3 =9 new sum register
22 29 line 1 register 74 XE@ =T store and clear
232 STO 4Aa reset pointer S "SLITH sum register

24 "“DRUGS*™ 76 XE& Y line 11 prompt
25 XER =z line 1 prompt 7 "RESTH & sum

26 =“1XZAGI-*- 78 ®KEGQ ¥ line 12 prompt

27 RCL 17 AGI 79 "SLSTH & sum
Z8 1 g8 XEQ@ ¥ line 13 prompt
29 % g1 ~0OTHER & sum
328 XEQ "X output line 2 2z XEQ Y line 14 prompt
31 "LINE3 g3 “TOTTH £ sum
32 SF a6 don't store 84 RCL 39 total tax

33 XER "5 line 1 - line 2 S RND .
4 Z 2 regs. back s ST+ 5@ add to line 28

35 ST— @8 87 HKER "X output line 15
36 "MDIHS" 28 ADY
37 KEQ@ “¥* line 4 prompt 89 43 new sum register
28 "DCTRS*™ & sum 9@ XEG T store & clear
29 ¥EGQ "¥" line 5a prompt 91 "MORTG sum register
48 “TRHSF*" & sum a9z XE@ ¥ line 16 prompt
41 XE&@ %" line 5b prompt 93 “CDTCD & sum
42 "0OTHER™ & sum 94 HKER "% line 17 prompt
43 XEQ@ =%¥*~ line 5¢c prompt 95 =“0OTHER & sum

44 “LINE&"™ & sum 96 XEQ VY line 18 prompt
45 RECL 34 recall line 6 97 “TOTIH & sum

46 XEG "¥X-© output line 6 a8 RCL 43 line 19
47 " 3EHAGI "~ 99 RHND

48 RCL 17 AGI i ST+ 58 add to line 28

43 3 181 XER =X output line 19
58 X 1az2z ALY

51 XEG "X~ output line 7 183 “CHTRB  
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

iag4 XEQ@ =Z* line 23 prompt

185 ST+ oA add to line 28

1ase ADY

1Ay 493 new sum register
1iag XEQ *T*™ store and clear
19 “CSLTY”" sum register
118 XEG =¥~ line 24 prompt
111 =DUES *~ & sum

112 XEQ =¥*" line 25a prompt
112 “THPRP" & sum
114 XKEG Y~ line 25b prompt
115 “0OTHER" & sum
116 XEBR "¥* line 26 prompt
117 ~TOTHMS" £ sum
118 RCL 49 line 27
119 EHNID
128 ST+ S@ add to line 28
121 ¥E@ =¥-= output line 27

122 ALY

123 -“GRIDED"

124 RCL 5@ line 28

i,fig Hggpn; output line 28

127 XEQ@ "W*™ find zba
1258 XEGQ ="Xx*© output zba
129 18 restore point
138 STO @a for 1040

1321 EIDH
.} ss _: 3

122 ThERET line 28 - Tine 29
134 X<@av7

135 CL=

136 STO 18 deductions
137 FS7 18 subroutine?
138 RBRTH

139 RER =XK" output deductions
i4a ADY

i41 ADY

142 EHND
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SA HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 62 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:5

ROW 2 (5 :

ROW 3 (10 : 11)

ROW 4 (12 : 17)

    

ROW 14 (53 : 56)

  

         

                                                                                  
38 :          

10 (

ROW 11 (

ROW 12 (4

ROW 13 (4

   
42 :

4:4

8:5

3

         
7)                                 

ROW 15 (57 : 64)

ROW 16 (64 : 69)

ROW 17 (70 : 75)

                                     
)ROW 18 (75:78                         



SA

ROW 19 (78

ROW 20 (81:

ROW 21
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: 90)

: 93)
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ROW 23

ROW 24 (96 :

ROW 25 (101
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ROW 26 (10

ROW 27 (11
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ROW 29 (1

ROW 30
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ROW 32

ROW 31
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 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION   

 

 

SCHEDULE G
INCOME AVERAGING

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to aid the user in Income Averaging using
Schedule G.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

The program is relatively straightforward in its operation. Once begun, it
steps through the tax form displaying values it assumes to be correct for

each Line of the form.

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":'") between
the Line name (a string of five characters) and the current line value (some
number). An example of a Line of this type is "STATS: 2.'", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status', the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." 1is the current value. At any time the user
encounters a program display similar to the one just described, its Lline
value may be used as is by pressing [R/S] (to continue the program) or may
be changed by keying in some new value (using the numeric keys) and pressing
CR/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may be performed at
this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the desired value
to be input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the Line name
and the line value. An example of this is "LIN13= 26,853.", where "LIN13"
is an abbreviation for "line 13", the equal sign indicates that this is a
program-calculated value, and '"26,853." 1is the current Lline value. At any
time a program display similar to the one just described is encountered, its
Line value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by pressing any key other
than [R/S]1), or the program may perform calculations based on the altered
(and incorrect) value.

Not all Schedule G Lines have been included in the program. The Llines

omitted have been so in order to leave space in the computer for other

programs from this package. The Lines omitted were chosen because of their

(hopefully) Llimited use. If the user finds that he/she requires one of the

omitted items, he/she cannot use this program to complete the form.

The following Schedule G Lines have been omitted:
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Line 11: income earned outside of the U.S.,
Line 15: premature excessive distribution penalty,
Line 16: Line 15 from Lline 14,
Line 17: community property state and separate returns,
Line 18: Line 17 from Line 16,
Line 19: copy of Lline 13,
Line 31: tax on line 14,
Line 32: tax on Line 16,
Line 33: Line 32 from 31.

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, O through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars- and- cents amounts respectively.
Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode
and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,
the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output
values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-
play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX 0 will be rounded to 9 before it is
used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output.

The Schedule G program can be run independent of any programs other than the
"common routines'" program. It may also be '"called" from the 1040 program to
complete Schedule G in the process of completing form 1040. If the latter
occurs, certain Line information will be assumed to have been input or cal-
culated by the calling program. In other words, the Schedule G program will
run a Little differently (omitting certain inputs, treating others as out-
puts) when called than when run on its own. These differences will be
detailed in the User Instructions.

The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the line is displayed.

The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALl input values are echoed and all output values are
streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-

gram-generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input, thus allowing
the user to manually record the value. With a printer, program-generated
output does not halt program execution, is not displayed and is recorded on

the printer, thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the
existing values are known to be correct. 1In this mode, the user without a
printer may view only those lines calculated by the program. The user with a
printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and out-
put. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Llit in the display.
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   SAMPLE PROBLEM
 

    

Fill out the form on page 35.

The following example assumes:

* that programs 'SG" (Schedule G), "T2" (1982
and "0" (common subroutines) have been load

* there are 60 available data registers (i.e.
to a number greater than 59).

* the program is in "input mode." This is ac
ing CXEQJ "P" repeatedly (no more than twic
the annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen 1

* all pertinent data registers contain the va
for convenience in describing the example a
If the user desires to duplicate the exampl
tain that no important data will be destroy

tax rate schedule)
ed into memory.

, SIZE has been set

complished by press-
e is necessary) until
n the display.

lue 0. This is only
nd is not required.
e exactly, and is cer-
ed, the computer's CLRG

function may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQJ '"CLRG'").

* the display mode is FIX O.

* flags 28 and 29 are set (HP-41 decimal poin t and digit grouping

 

  

    
 

flags).

1SOLUTIONI

DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

CXEQ] '"SG"

SCHEDULE G CR/S]* Identifies the program.
STATS: 0. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5 of form 1040:

filing status. If this
program was called from

the 1040 program, this
prompt will be skipped.

78INC: 0. 22350 CR/S] Line 1: 1978 form 1040,

Line 34.

EXMPT: O. 2 CR/S] 1978 exemptions.
EXMP$= 1,500. CR/S]1* Line 2: 1978 exemptions * 750

NET = 20,850. CR/S]x Line 3: Line 2 from Line 1.
79INC: O. 25680 CR/S] Line 4: 1979 form 1040,

Line 34.

EXMPT: O. 2 CR/S] 1979 exemptions.
EXMP$= 2,000. CR/S]1* Line 5: 1979 exemptions *1000

NET = 23,680. CR/S1* Line 6: Line 5 from Lline 4.
80INC: O. 21470 CR/S] Line 7: 1980 form 1040,

Line 34.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

EXMPT:

EXMP$=

NET =

81INC:

TOTAL=

LIN13=

82INC:

LIN20=
LIN21=
23,25=
26,27=

LINZ28=

LINZ9=
LIN30=
SGTAX=
7,780.

* [R/S]

0.
3,000.
18,470.
0.

89,510.

26,853.

10,651.
2,130.
28,983.
5,308.

4,690.

618.
2,472.
7,780.

26510

37504

CR/S]
CR/S]1x
CR/S]*
CR/S]

CR/SJ*

CR/S]1*
CR/S]

CR/S]1*
CR/S]1*
CR/SJ*
CR/S]*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*
CR/SJ*
CR/S]1*

1980 exemptions.
Line 8: 1980 exemptions * 1000
Line 9: Line 8 from Lline 7.
Line 10: 1981 form 1040,
line 34.
Line 12: sum of Llines 3, 6,
9, 10 and 11.
Line 12 * 0.3
Line 14: 1982 form 1040, Lline
34. Note that this is not
the same number as presented

in the example for form 1040.
Use of that value would not
permit income averaging.
Line 13 from Lline 14.
Line 20 * 0.2
Line 21 + Line 13.
Tax on Line 25. Note that
there is a slight delay
before this value 1is
displayed.
Tax on Line 13. Note that
there is a slight delay
before this value is
displayed.
Line 28 from 27.
Line 29 * 4.
Line 26 + Line 30.
Superfluous number Left in
the X-register.

in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.



Schedule G
OMB No. 1545-0074

Form 1040) Income Averaging 9982
20 ?:tr:'r‘t.nlte'{l.tv:'f‘.f?%l::.‘::" ©) p> See instructions on back. P> Attach to Form 1040.

Name(s) as shown on Form 1040 l Your social security number

 

Step 1 Figure your income for 1978-1981
 

 

 

 

 

    
 

   

1978 1 Fill in the amount from your 1978 Form 1040 (line 34) or
Form 1040A (line 10) . . . . . . . . . . .| 1] 22,350 |

2 Multiply your total exemptions in 1978 by $750 . . 2 /500
3 Subtract line 2 from line 1. If less than zero, enterzero. . . . . . . . .| 3| 20,850

1979 4 Fill in the amount from your 1979 Form 1040 (line 34) or
Form 1040A (line 11) . . . . . . . . . . . _4|_25,680 |

5 Multiply your total exemptions in 1979 by $1,000 . . . 5 2,000
6 Subtract line 5 from line 4. If less than zero, enterzero. . . . . . . . .| 6| 23,680

1980 7 Fill in the amount from your 1980 Form 1040 (line 34) or
Form 1040A (line 11) . . . . . . . . . . . |_7(_2h4970 |

8 Multiply your total exemptions in 1980 by $1,000. . . 8 3; 000
9 Subtract line 8 from line 7. If less than zero, enterzero. . . . . . . . .| 9 18,470

1981 10 Taxable income. Fill in the amount from your 1981 Form 1040 (line 34) or Form
1040A (line 12). If less than zero, enterzero. . . . . . . . . . . .|10] 26,510

Total 11 Fill in all income earned outside of the United States or within U.S. possessions
and excluded for 1978 through 1981 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . |11 .

12 Add lines 3,6,9,10and 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|12] 89,510
 

Step 2 Figure your averageable income
Multiply the amount on line 12 by 309% (.30) .

13 Write in the answer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|13| 26,853

14 Fill in your taxable income for 1982 from Form 10490, line 37 . . . . . 14|372,504

15 If you received a premature or excessive distributicn subject to a penalty under

 

   
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

  

   

section 72, see instructions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .]15 _

16 Subtract line 15 from line 14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|16 _
17 If you live in a community property state and are filing a separate return, see instructions . . . . |17 .

18 Subtract line 17 from line 16. If less than zero, enterzero. . . . . . . . |18 .

19 Write in the amount from line 13 above . . . . . . . . . . . . . [19 .

20 Subtract line 19 from line 18. This is your averageableincome. . . . . . . |20 10,651

If line 20 is $3,000 or less, do not complete the rest
of this form. You do not qualify for income averaging.

Step 3 Figure your tax
Multiply the amount on line 20 by 209, (.20) .

21 Write in the answer Ce e 21| - 2,130
22 Write in the amount from line 13 above . 22 T
23 Add lines 21 and 22 . Co 23| 28,983
24 Write in the amount from line 17 above . 24 T

25 Add lines23and24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|s| _28,983|
26 Tax on amount on line 25 (from Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or2). . . . . . . . . 26 5, 308 T

27 Tax on amount on line 23 (from Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or 2) . . |27 5,308 |A 7
28 Tax on amount on line 22 (from Tax Rate Schedule X, Y,orZ) . . |28 z, 690 |% /// 4 /%

29 Subtract line 28 from line27 . . . . . . . . . |29 bi8 /
Multiply the amount on line 29 by 4 . Coe . /fi /////%

30 Write intheanswer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|3 2.472.|
If you have no entry on line 15, skip lines 31 through 33 and go to line 34. 7/ 7%

31 Tax on amount on line 14 (from Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or2) . . |31 l_ % %
32 Tax on amount on line 16 (from Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or 2) . . |32 //// /%

33 Subtract line 32 from line 31 . C e e e e e e e e e e e

34 Add lines 26, 30, and 33. Write the result here and on Form 1040, line 38. Be sure
to check the Schedule G box on thatline . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions.

—_——  2
18

NN
\

7,780   
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   USER INSTRUCTIONS
 

  
 

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

At a minimum, load the
following programs:
"SG" (form 1040)
"T2" ('82 tax tables) or
"T3" ('83 tax tables)
"0'" (misc. routines).

Allocate data registers
(minimum 60).

Select an appropriate

display format.

Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-prompt-
ing" (flag 0 clear) mode.
Pressing [XEQ] "P'" toggles
between these modes.

Run the Schedule G program.

This display identifies

the progranm.

Enter one of lines 1-5:
your filing status. If
this program was called
from the 1040 program,
this prompt will be

skipped. status

Input Lline 1: 1978 form
1040, Line 34. Line 34

Input 1978 exemptions. exemptions

Output of Lline 2: 1978

exemptions * 750.

Output of Lline 3: Lline

2 from Line 1.

Input Lline 4: 1979 form

1040, Lline 34. Line 34

Input 1979 exemptions. exemptions

Output of Line 5: 1979

exemptions * 1000.

KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

Cshift]CGTO] ..

CshiftJLGTO] ..

CshiftlCGTO] ..

CXeEQ] "SIZE" 060

CshiftlCFIX] n

CXeEQ] "P"

CXEQ] '"SG" SCHEDULE G

CR/S1x* STATS: x

CR/S] 78INC: x

CR/S] EXMPT: x

CR/S] EXMP$= x

[R/S]* NET = x

CR/S1* 79INC: x

CR/S] EXMPT: x

CR/S] EXMP$= x

CR/S] NET = x

 



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

15. Output of Lline 6: Line 5
from Line 4. CR/S1* 80INC: x

16. Input Line 7: 1980 form
1040, Lline 34. line 34 CR/S] EXMPT: x

17. Input 1980 exemptions. exemptions CR/S] EXMP$= x

18. Output of Line 8: 1980
exemptions * 1000. CR/S]* NET = x

19. Output of Line 9: Lline
8 from Line 7. CR/S1* 81INC: x

20. Input Line 10: 1981
form 1040, Lline 34. Line 34 [R/S] TOTAL= x

21. Output of Line 12: sum of

Lines 3, 6, 9, 10 and 11. [R/S]* LIN13= x

22. Output of Line 12 * 0.3 CR/S]1* 82INC: x

23. Input Line 14: 1982 form
1040, Line 34. If the
program was called from
the 1040 program, this
will be an output display. line 34 CR/S] LIN20= x

24. Output of Line 13 from
line 14. CR/S]1* LIN21= x

25. If Lline 20 is less than
or equal to 3000, '"NG" is
displayed rather than Line
21. If this is the case,
then you do not qualify
for income averaging and
the program terminates.

If the program was called
from the 1040 program,
control is passed back
to that program at this
time.

26. Output of Line 20 * 0.2 CR/S]* 23,25= x

27. Output of Line 21 +

Line 13. CR/S]1* 26,27= x



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

28. Output of tax on Lline 25.

Note that there is a slight
delay before this value is
displayed. CR/S]* LIN28= x

29. Output of tax on Line 13.
Note that there is a slight
delay before this value is
displayead. CR/S]1* LIN29= x

30. Output of Line 28 from 27. CR/S]1* LIN30= x

31. Output of Line 29 * 4. CR/S]1* SGTAX= x

32. Output of Line 26 + Lline

30. CR/S]* LOTAX= x

33. If the program was called

from the 1040 program,
"SGTAX" is compared with
the tax on Line 38 of form
1040. The Lower of the
two values is then dis-
played and returned to
the 1040 program. Control
passes back to the 1040
program at this time.
If not called from 1040,
the program terminates here
with a superfluous number
in the X- register. CR/S]1* X

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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PROGRAM DETAIL -

The Schedule G program is 126 steps and 336 bytes (47.9 registers) long. It
requires two other programs: the miscellaneous routines program at 233 bytes
and one of the two tax rate programs at 332 and 355 bytes. At a minimum, 60

data registers are needed, totalling 188.6 or 191.9 registers for operation.

The program has two entry points, global Llabels "SG" and "GS'". Label "SG" is
the user entry point. When the user desires to run the program independent
of the 1040 program, this label is accessed. Label "GS" is the entry point
for the 1040 program.

Aside from the flags manipulated by the subroutines called, the program
itself manipulates the following flags:

flag 04 : set - if the program was called via "GS"
clear - if the program was called via "SG"

flag 06 : set - to disable the sum feature of routine "S"
flag 12 : set - print double wide (for the printed program

identifier)
clear - print single wide

The the data registers used by the form 1040 program are preserved with the
exception of registers 1, 21 and 22. The first two registers are not modi-
fied if the program is called from the 1040 program, but can be if the pro-
gram is run on its own. Register 22 is only modified if the program is
called from the 1040 program and its value is greater than the calculated
Schedule G tax. The following data registers are used:

00 = register index for data manipulation
01 = Lines 1 through 5, form 1040: filing status
21 = Line 37, form 1040: taxable income
22 = Line 38, form 1040: tax
51 = Lline 1: 1978 form 1040 Line 34
52 = Line 2: 1978 exemptions
53 = Lline 4: 1979 form 1040 Line 34
54 = Line 5: 1979 exemptions
55 = Line 7: 1980 form 1040 Line 34
56 = Line 8: 1980 exemptions
57 = Line 10: 1981 taxable income
58 = Line 12: sum of Llines 3, 6, 9, 10 and 11;

line 13: Lline 12 * 0.3;

59 = 750;
1000;
Lines 26, 27;
Line 34;
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

A1«BL SG user entry point 52 T E=

Hz CF a4 not a subroutine 53 HI>Y
#H3 SF 12 double wide print 54 HXi=¥7
A4 GTO 1@ to step 09 55 AYIEW
HS+LEBL "G5S subroutine entry 56 X<=Y7
Hs SF a4 subroutine flag 57 GTO a1 skip rest of form
a7y CF 12 print single wide 58 “"LIHNZ1

ags X <o print divider 59 Za
a9+L EBL 18 @ ¥

18 58 sum register 61 XEQ@ =W¥© output line 21
11 “SCHEDUL 62 =z23.25"
G 32 RCL 58 line 13

12 XEG =U initialize 54 RHD
12 FC? a4 not a subroutine? &S +

14 XEG =2~ status prompt 66 XEGQ "W~ output 23, 25
i5 51 line 1 &7 XEG “E- tax on 23, 25
16 STO @@ reset pointer A8 “Z&.27 "
17 750 amt by which to &9 STO 59
18 STO 573 multiply exemps ¥a XER@ V" output tax
19 =7g- 1 RBCL 58 line 13
A XEG@ @0 1978 prompts 72 XEGR “"R" tax on line 13
21 1 E3 amt by which to 73 “"LIHNZ2g-
=2 STO 59 multiply exemps 74 HER =W~ output tax

=% =79~ 5 "LIHZ9"
24 XER 88 1979 prompts 76 RCL 59 line 27
25 =“ga- ¥7 RHND
26 HER @8 1980 prompts T8 RK{>Y
27 "81IHC™ e -
28 =EGQ *Y¥*" line 10 prompt & 8@ XKE@ “¥-" output line 29
29 =TOaTHL" sum 81 "LIM3a-
28 RCL 58 line 12 g2 4
31 XEG@ =M*¢ output line 12 33 *
32 "LIH1IZ" 24 XEG@ “W*" output line 30
232 3@ 85 "SGTAHX"

34 26 ST+ 53 line 30 + line 27
25 STO 58 87 RERCL 59

36 XEG "W output line 13 82 XEGQ =W¥- output line 34
27 vBZIHNHC*T 89 FC7?Y @4 not a subroutine?
28 21 . 9@ GTO @1 skip final calc.
=9 STO Ao reset pointer 91 “LOTAX"

48 RCL 21 form 1040 txbl inc az RCL S9 line 34

41 FS7 84 subroutine? 9% RCL 22 1040 tax
42 WE@ v output taxable inc Q4 HIYT?
43 FC7?7 @4 not a subroutine? a5 K<BY

44 REG "2 taxable income 96 STO 22 new lowest tax
45 “LIHZO prompt 97 HEG =WV~ output low tax
46 RCL 58 98 GTO a1 skip subroutine

47 RND line 19 from line 99+LBL BB yearly output
48 - " 18 16a ""IH': ) subroutine

51 “HG" '""no good'' test 1632 XER =2*¢ exemption prompt
 

 

 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

   
 

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

184 “EXMP#*
1Aa5 RCL 52 exemption multi-
186 * plier
187 XEQ@ =¥~ output dollar
188 “"HNET exemption
189 RCL G4
118 2
111 -
112 RCL IHD i ncome

113 XL =Y
114 RDH
115 X< =Y

116 - ] income - exemption
117 '3'F E“::: ] activate sum option
118 XEQ =¥ output yearly net
119 ADY
128 RTH
1Z1«LBL 81122 QDY common end

igz ;g;c g4 subroutine?
125 Aany print separator

126 EHI
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SG HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 48 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:

ROW2 (56:9

ROW 3 (10:

ROW 4 (12:

ROW 5 (17 : 22)

   A
A
O
T
i
e
O
AA
AAA
A
0

12 (49 : 55)

OA
13 (56 : 61)

O
ROW 14 (61 : 66)

A
ROW 15 (66 : 69)

OA
ROW 16 (70 :

OAA
I

73)

     

        
                                                                          

ROW 10 (37 : 43)                                                                              
ROW 17 (73:

ROW 18 (78:
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SG HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

ROW 19 (84 : 87)

ROW 20 (88 :91)

ROW 21 (92 :98)

ROW 22 (99 : 102)

ROW 23 (102 : 105)

ROW 24 (106 : 111)

ROW 25 (112 : 120)

ROW 26 1 126)
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 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION  

   

1982 AND 1983
TAX RATE SCHEDULES

PURPOSE -

The purpose of these programs is to aid the user in calculating tax on income
and to provide the same function for the 1040 and Schedule G programs.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":") between

the Line name (a string of five characters) and the current Line value (some
number). An example of a Lline of this type is "STATS: 2.", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status', the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." is the current value. At any time the user en-
counters a program display similar to the one just described, its Lline value

may be used as is by pressing [R/S] (to continue the program) or may be
changed by keying in some new value (using the numeric keys) and pressing
CR/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may be performed at
this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the desired value
to be input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the Line name
and the Lline value. An example of this is "TX82 = 4,823.", where "TX82 " is
an abbreviation for '"1982 tax'", the equal sign indicates that this is a pro-
gram-calculated value, and "4,823." is the current line value. At any time
a program display similar to the one just described is encountered, its Lline

value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by pressing any key other than

CR/S]), or the program may perform calculations based on the altered (and

incorrect) value.

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, O through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars-and-cents amounts respectively.

Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode

and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,

the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output

values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-

play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX 0O will be rounded to 9 before it is

used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output.

The tax rate schedule programs can be run independent of any programs other
than the '"common routines' program. They may also be "called" from the 1040

and Schedule G programs to complete. If the latter occurs, certain line in-
formation will be assumed to have been input or calculated by the calling
program. In other words, the tax rate programs will run differently (omit-
ting all inputs and generating no output displays) when called than when run
on their own. These differences will be detailed in the User Instructions.
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The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the Lline is displayed.

The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALl input values are echoed and all output values are
streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-
gram-generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input, thus allowing
the user to manually record the value. With a printer, program-generated
output does not halt program execution, is not displayed and is recorded on
the printer, thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the
existing values are known to be correct. In this mode, the user without a
printer may view only those lines calculated by the program. The user with a
printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and out-
put. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Llit in the display.



 

  

SAMPLE PROBLEM     

 

With a filing status of 2, calculate the tax table tax on $23,456.00.

The example assumes:

* that programs '"T2" (1982 tax rate schedule) and "0" (common
subroutines) have been loaded into memory.

* there are 29 available data registers (i.e., SIZE has been
set to a number greater than 28).

* the program is in "input mode." This is accomplished by press-
ing [XEQ] "P" repeatedly (no more than twice is necessary) until
the annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen in the display.

* all pertinent data registers contain the value 0. This is only
for convenience in describing the example and is not required.

If the user desires to duplicate the example exactly, and is cer-
tain that no important data will be destroyed, the computer's CLRG
function may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQ] "CLRG").

* the display mode is FIX 0.

* flags 28 and 29 are set (the HP-41 decimal point and digit group-
ing flags).

 

 

 

 

 

IJSOLUTIONI
 

 

DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

[XeEQ] "T2"
82 TAX RATE CR/S]* Identifies the program.

STATS: 0. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5 of form 1040:
filing status. 1If this
program was called from

another program, this prompt
will be skipped.

TXABL: 0. 23456 CR/S] Line 37 form 1040. If this
program was called from
another program, this prompt

will be skipped.

TX82 = 3,751. CR/S]* Tax

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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 USER INSTRUCTIONS      
 

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

1. At a minimum, load the
following programs:
"T2" ('82 tax tables) or
"T3" ('83 tax tables) CshiftlLGTO] ..
"0" (misc. routines). Cshift]L[GTO] ..

2. Allocate data registers
(minimum 29). CXEQ] "SIZE" 029

3. Select an appropriate
display format. CshiftJCFIX] n

4. Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-prompt-
ing" (flag 0 clear) mode.
pressing [XEQ] "P'" toggles
between these modes. CXEQT "P"

5. Run the tax rate program. [XEQ] "T12" 82 TAX RATE
or [XeEQ] "T3" 83 TAX RATE

6. This display identifies
the program. CR/S1* STATS: x

7. Enter one of lines 1-5:
your filing status. If
this program was called
from another program, this
prompt will be skipped. status CR/S] TXABL: x

8. Input Lline 37, form 1040.

If the program was called
from another program, this
prompt will be skipped. Line 37 CR/S] TX82 = x
or TX83 = x

9. Output of tax. CR/S1* X

10. A superfluous value will

be Left in the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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PROGRAM DETAIL -

The tax rate 1982 program is 122 steps and 332 bytes (47.4 registers) Llong.
It requires one other program: the miscellaneous routines program at 233
bytes. At a minimum, 29 data registers are needed, totalling 109.7
registers.

The tax rate 1983 program is 129 steps and 355 bytes (50.7 registers) long.
It requires one other program: the miscellaneous routines program at 233
bytes. At a minimum, 29 data registers are needed, totalling 113 registers.

The programs have two entry points, global Llabels "T2" or "T3" and '"R".
Labels "T2" and "T3" are user entry points. When the user desires to run the
programs independent of another program, these labels are accessed. Label
"R" is the entry point for calling programs.

Aside from the flags.manipulated by the subroutines called, the programs
themselves manipulate the following flags:

flag 09 : set - status <> 3
clear - status = 3

flag 10 : set - if the program was called via "R"
clear = if the program was called via "T2" or "T3"

flag 12 : set - print double wide (for the printed program
identifier)

clear - print single wide

The the data registers used by the form 1040 program are preserved with the
exception of registers 1, 21 and 27. The first two registers are not modi-
fied if the programs are called from another program, but can be if the pro-
grams are run on their own. Register 27 is always destroyed by the programs.
The following data registers are used:

00 = register index for data manipulation
01 = Lines 1 through 5, form 1040: filing status
21 = Lline 37, form 1040: taxable income
27 = tax accumulator
28 = number from which tax bracket multipliers are retreved



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

   
 

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

Ai«lLBL "TZ2" user entry point 45 *E@ 11 step 57

@z SF 1'_-—1_:' ) print double wide 46 .4142445 more bracket data
Az 82 H 253

RATE™ 47 WER@ 12 step 60
1514 CL= no accumulator 45 1.@6 more brackets
Aas -':"EEE "L initia”ze 49 ENTERT

a6 CF 1'3_, not a subroutine S8 .551 more multipliers
a7 RER "< status prompt s1 HEGR 11 step 57
Hg 21 line 37 52 142 big bracket
a9 STC: a8 reset pointer =3 ¥EG@ @9 step 71

1a = TXABL taxable income sS4 256 bigger bracket
11 =E@ "~ prompt S5 HEGQ @9 step 71
1z GTO @8 skip subroutine =6 GTO 1@ end program
l‘j*éEL "R sub. entry point S7Y«LEBL 11 begin calculation
Ij*i—_gl_lgfi subroutine flag ‘5:% STO 28 store multipliers

- Y from step 12 S99 RIH get bracket data
16 ENTERT taxable into Y cAa+LEBL 12
ié LS%!;J 2= clear tax accumu- r‘_f-% Fi.I”j_, get taxable |

19 RIDHN latc?r Le ~i=UY taxable exhausted?
~f 'E;F a9 retrieve taxable 63 ETH skip calculation

%1 1 E2 status <> 3 (yet) &4 RT retrieve brkt data
2o e rithe; Eharj 51‘]02) 2: i EZ extract brkt value
- rackets * 56

J";f':' GTO IND Se]ect routine by :!;3.;':: !:‘!jfi;:“ rgmiining braCket

T4 - status a8 X4FY ata
;::4*‘_5”___ a1 . status = 1 &9 LAST=H taxable
25 .z23111a:2 5 -
g brkt incremt data 78 INT bracket
ot EMTER®T il#LE:L B3 tExable - bracket

i? L-222123 % multiplier data %é X >aw tai;EIe in/above
. F4 GTO Ao this bracket

%’b '}REQ- 13 ., Step 57 75 EDH calculate!
29 .Z2azZ3Z21:2 more bracket data 76 CL¥ destroy bracket

v ETH

38 KEG1= step 60 7ReLEL 85 data
21 .3253535 more bracket data 79 1@

' ;z EMTERT E‘i’ ;SI* 28 next multiplier
33 . 44546 more multipliers ao ECE e multiplier data
T4 WEMR 11 step 57 23 FRC remaining data
35 GTO 1@ end program g4 W<> 28 restore rem. data
36+LBL 83 status = 3 g5 INT multiplier
37 CF 83 26 take % of taxable
22 2 &7 ST+ 27 over bracket

39 * _ g8 RDH add to tax
4@3+LEBL Ul; status = 2 29 ¥Ry remaining taxable
41+LBL8> status = 5 9@ ®>@7 bracket data
2 -3421214  bracket data 91 GTO 12 more brackets?

~ _ 92 HLFY repeat
.3 EHIE?Z_._. . 93 ETH remaining taxable
44 -Z22-233 multipliers a4e| BEL 94

446 status = 4  
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  PROGRAM LISTING
 

  
 

 

   
COMMENTS
 

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING

a5 (. Z23Z21212 bracket data
-

95 ENTERT

97 1.222421 multiplier data
S46

983 =®E11 step 57

99 31322323  more bracket data
353

1@@ XEG 12 step 60
1a1 .33 more brackets
182 ENTEET

183 . 381 more multipliers
184 XEGQ 11 step 57

185 1d4ans big bracket

1 XEQ @3 step 71

1ay7 159 last bracket
188 XEGQ @9 step 71
189«LEL 18 output and end
118 RCL 27 tax accumulator
111 S5a

112 FS7C a9 status = 3?7

113 ST+ = 100

114 * restore magnitude
115 "T:"‘::BE" O'F tax

11ils FS7?C 18 routine?

117 BRTH
115 lli_ [1]

119 XEQ@ =X~ output tax

izZza ADY

121 ADY

122 EWND

 

 

 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

AlielBL "T3aE" user entry point 46 1.122224

Az -aF 12 print double wide 245
AE 83 TAX 47 ¥E@ 11 step 62

RATE - 48 .4142445 more bracket data
A4 CLX po.aezcurflulator 253
As ®E@ “U- initialize 49 ¥EOQ 1= step 65

Bs CF i@ not a subroutine s@a 1,86 more brackets
A7 XE@ =Z*- status prompt 51 ENTERT

A3 21 line 37 52 .5442 more multipliers
a9 STO GG6 reset pointer S3 XE@ 11 step 62
18 =TxABL" taxable inc prompt sS4 142 big bracket

11 XEG =2~ 55 XE@ 89 step 76
12 GTO 4@ skip subroutine S5 256 bigger bracket
13+LBL "R" sub. entry point 57 XE@ a9 step 76
14 SF 18 subroutine flag 58 Z3X8 last bracket
15«LBL Ao from step 12 59 XEQ @39 step 76
16 ENTERT taxable into Y &cd 5442
17 CL=R clear tax accumu- 1 GTO 168 end program
18 STO 27 lator cZ+«LBL 11 begin calculation
19 REDH retrieve taxable &3 STO 28 store multipliers

28 Sk @3 status <> 3 (yet) 54 RDHN get bracket data
21 1 EZ rather than all c5«LBL 12
£2 - brackets * 100 66 EI'H_ get taxable
23 GTO IND select routine 67 n<=87 taxable exhausted?

a1 by status 58 RTH skip calculation
fi*LBL 91 status =1 EH RT retrieve bracket

I-d-’ -2311184  pracket increment ;? i E= data
f

26 ENTERT data 72 FRC i:;rafi‘;azl:'i (‘j’:lge
27 1.12222=2 %2 multiplier data T3 iy tax::ib]e

24 ¥4 LASTH

28 HEG 11 step 62 TS INT bracket
29 2321213 more bracket data ?E*LEH a9 . blecb ot

= 77 axable-bracke

I@ ¥ER 12 step 65 75 ,x:_;ij‘?- taxable in/above

31 .53533537 more bracket data 79 GTO @6 t:\is]bra'cket?
4 288 RIOHN calculate!
322 ENTEET g1 CL¥ destroy brkt data
23 44455 more multipliers 22 RTH

34 XEGQ 11 step 62 S3+LBL @6
IS5 138 last bracket 24 1@ next multiplier
26 XEQ a9 25 ST« 23
37 GTO 18 end program 865 CL¥
I8«LEBL B93 status = 3 27 RCL 28 multiplier data
29 CF @39 88 FRC remaining datj

4@ 2 29 X4>» 28 restore rem. data

41 * 9@ INT multiplier
4z-«LBL @Az status = 2 91 = % taxable/bracket
43«+LEBL A5 status = 5 a9z ST+ 27 add to tax
44 3421214  bracket data 93 RDHN remaining taxable

3 . . 94 HLFY bracket data
45 ENTERT multipliers g5 ®X>@a7? more brackets?  
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  PROGRAM LISTING   

 

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

95 GTO 12 repeat
97 E4FY remaining taxable
92 ETH

99«+LEL G4 status = 4

_i"—*"fl -2321212 procket data

i1 EHTEET

1@z 1.1Z23212 multiplier data
G455

163 R 11 step 62

idgd (2132232235  more bracket data

1AS ¥EQ@ 12 step 65
1as (5= more brackets
17 ENTEET

1as (3742 more multipliers
19 XE@ 11 step 62

118 1w8we big bracket
111 HEGR @9 step 76
112 1539 bigger bracket
113 ¥E@ @9 step 76
114 21=2 last bracket
115 XE@ @3 step 76
116+LEBL 18 output and end
11? E':'L = tax accumulator
i1g Su

112 FS7C @89 _ 20
128 ST+ ?Sgtus B

i?jé *T.#E . restore magnitude of tax

1232 FS7?C 18 routine?
iZ4 ETH

125 "k

126 XEQ@ =X~ output tax

127 HDY
iz28 ADY

129 EHND
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T2 HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 48 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:3)

ROW 2 (3:6)

ROW 3 (7 : 11)

ROW 4 (11 : 16)

ROW 5 (17 : 24)

ROW 6 (25 :27)

 L
TAAORNIOA
HHAAARARTA
ORI
AAAARTHARAI
T
ROW 7 (27 : 29)

AR
ROW 8 (29 : 31)

AR
ROW 9 (31: 33)

ARA
ROW 10 (33 : 41)

ARRN
OW 11 (42 : 44)

LRAR
OW 12 (44 : 46)

IHIHNAA Il
ROW 13 (46 : 48)

I
RO
IR
R
AAEA
AR

 

           

                                                                                                             
R           
R                                       
ROW 14 (48 : 52)

ROW 15 (52 : 57)

ROW 16 (58 :

ROW 17 (68 : 79)

ROW 18 (79 : 87)
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T2

ROW 19 (88: 95

 
20 (

21 (9

22 (

23

9

 

   
9

  

X0 o = n & 1    

     

 
7

9)

 
9 : 103)

03 : 107)

07 : 113)

14 : 119

19 : 122)
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

 

  

 
 

  

    
 

   
                 

   



ROW 1 (1

ow

ow

ROW 4 (1

 
R

R

     

   

 
ROW

ROW

    
      

ROW

ROW 9 (31

ROW 10

       
3  

 

  

  

 

ROW 16

ROW 17

  

  

 —
—

—
_

—
_   

K

16

ROW 5 (17 :

6 (25 :

4

ROW 11 (40

ROW 12 (45

ROW 13 (47 : 48)

ROW 14 (49 : 52)

ROW 15 (53 : 57)

60)57 :

: 70

 

 
7 (27 : 29)

 

 

 

          

)

)

 

 
. 47)

 

  
 

8 (29 :31)

 
: 39)

 
: 44)

  
 

ROW 18 (70 : 81)

 
34)

 

 
 

  

  

 
 

    
 

     

   

  

 
            

 
         

  
      

 

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 51
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

          

 
    

                  
        

     
  

 

 

 
              

              

              
   

  



HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

ROW 19 (82 : 90)

ROW 20 (91 100)

ROW 21 (100 : 102)

   Li
LTi
[
ROW 22 (102 : 104)

RN R
ROW 23 (104 : 106)

A JAIRRRTARA
ROW 24 (107 : 111)

T VARV
ROW 25 (111: 115)

O
ROW 26 (115 122)

T
ROW 27 (122 : 127)

O0T
AR

ROW 28 (128 : 129)
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    PROGRAM DESCRIPTION  
 

SCHEDULE D
CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to aid the user in calculating capital gains
and losses using Schedule D.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

The program is relatively straightforward in its operation. Once begun, it
steps through the tax form displaying values it assumes to be correct for
each Line of the form.

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":") between
the Line name (a string of five characters) and the current line value (some
number). An example of a Line of this type is "STATS: 2.'", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status', the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." is the current value. At any time the user en-
counters a program display similar to the one just described, its Line value
may be used as is by pressing [R/S] (to continue the program) or may be
changed by keying in some new value (using the numeric keys) and pressing
CR/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may be performed at
this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the desired value
to be input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the Line name
and the Lline value. An example of this is "LIN4F= -8,000.", where "LIN4F" is
an abbreviation for "line 4f", the equal sign indicates that this is a pro-
gram-calculated value, and "-8,000." is the current Lline value. At any time
a program display similar to the one just described is encountered, its line
value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by pressing any key other than
CR/S]1), or the program may perform calculations based on the altered (and
incorrect) value.

The program symbolizes losses as negative numbers and gains as positive ones.
The user must do the same. ALl inputs representing capital lLosses must be
negative.

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, 0O through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars—-and-cents amounts respectively.
Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode
and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,

the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output
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values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-
play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX 0O will be rounded to 9 before it is
used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output. The fact
that the values are retained exectly as input allows the user to rerun the
program with no new inputs in another display mode and quickly see the dif-
ference between whole dollar and dollars- and cents input.

The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the line is displayed.

The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALl input values are echoed and all output values are
streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-
gram-generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input, thus allowing
the user to manually record the value. With a printer, program-generated
output does not halt program execution, is not displayed and is recorded on
the printer, thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the
existing values are known to be correct. In this mode, the user without a
printer may view only those lines calculated by the program. The user with a
printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and out-
put. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Lit in the display.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM     

 

Fi

Th

*

LL out the form on pages 61 and 62.

e example assumes:

that programs "SD" (Schedule D) and "0" (common subroutines)
have been loaded into memory.

there are 56 available data registers ( i.e., SIZE has been set
to a number greater than 55 ).

the program is in "input mode." This is accomplished by pressing
CXEQ] "P" repeatedly (no more than twice is necessary) until the
annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen in the display.

all pertinent data registers contain the value 0. This is only
for convenience in describing the example and is not required.
If the user desires to duplicate the example exactly, and is cer-
tain that no important data will be destroyed, the computer's CLRG
function may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQ] '"CLRG'").

the display mode is FIX O.

 

 

 

 

   

 

* flags 28 and 29 are set (the HP-41 decimal point and digit grouping
flags).

ISOLUTION

DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

CXEQ] "sp"
SCHEDULE D CR/S]1* Identifies the program.
STATS: 0. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5 of form 1040:

filing status. If this
program was called from the
1040 program, this prompt
will be skipped.

TXABL: 0. 50234 CR/S] Line 37 from form 1040:

taxable income.
TOT1F: 0. -5000 CR/S] Total of Line 1f: losses.
TOT1G: O. 6000 CR/S] Total of line 1g: gains.
LINZ2a: 0. 85 CR/S] Line 2a: gain from sale of

principal residence.
LINZb: 0. 2400 CR/S] Line 2b: short-term capital

gain from installment sales.
LIN3F: O. -3000 CR/S] Line 3f: loss from

partnersips and fiduciaries.
LIN4F= -8,000. CR/S]* Line 4f: total losses.
LIN4G= 8,485. CR/S]* Line 4f: total gains.
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DISPLAY KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

LINQa:

LINGb:

LN10F:

LN10G:

LN11F=

LN11G=

LIN12=

LIN13:

LIN14:

LIN15:

LIN16=

LIN17:

LIN18=
LIN19=

LINZ23=
LINZ24=
LINZ25=

LIN31=
LIN32=
LIN33=
LIN34=
LIN35=
LIN36=

1.

-510.
-1,504.
485.
-1,019.
-1,020.
1.

-8000

9,500.

450

630

750

543

1760

863

-8,000.

CR/S]*

CR/S]
CR/SI*
CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S1]

CR/SI*
CR/S1]
CR/S1]
CR/S]

CR/SI*

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S1*
CR/S]1x

CR/S1*
CR/SI*
CR/S]*

CR/S]1x
CR/S1x
CR/SI*
CR/SI*
CR/S]1*
CR/S]*

Line 5: net gain (in this
case).
Line 6: carryover.

Line 7: net short term gain.
Line 8f: total long term
gians.
Line 8g: total long term
gains.
Line 9a: gain from sale of
principal residence.
Line 9b: long term capital
gain from installment sales.
Line 10f: Loss from
partnersips and fiduciaries.
Line 10g: gain from
partnersips and fiduciaries.

Line 11f: total losses.
Line 11g: total gains.
Line 12: net gain.

Line 13: capital gains
distributions.
Line 14: gain from form
4797 Line 5(a)(1).
Line 15: your share of net
long term gain from small
business corporations.

Line 16: sum lines 12 through
15.
Line 17: Long term loss

carryover.
Line 18: net long term Lloss.
Line 19: net loss. Lines 20
through 22 will be skipped.
Line 23: Lline (ii) is valid.
Line 24: Lline (i) 1is smallest
Line 25: line 7 is gain.
Lines 26 through 30 will be
skipped.

Line 31: Lline 24.
Line 32: Lline 18.
Line 33: Lline 7.
Line 34: Line 33 + Line 32.
Line 35: Line 31 * 2.
Line 36: Line 35 from Lline

34,
The last output is left in

the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.



SCHEDULE D
(FORM 1040)
Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service (Q)

Capital Gains and

p Attach to Form 1040.

Name(s) as shown on Form 1040

LossesS (Examples of property to be reported
on this Schedule are gains and losses on stocks, bonds, and similar investments,
and gains (but not losses) on personal assets such as a home or jewelry.)

p> See Instructions for Schedule D (Form 1040).  
1982

I Your social security number

Short-term Capital Gains and Losses—Assets Held One Year or Less

a. Kind of property and de- b. Date c. Date
scription (Example, 100 shares acquired sold
7% preferred of ‘‘Z’" Co.) (Mo., day, yr.) (Mo., day, yr.)

e. Cost or other
basis, as adjusted
(see instructions

page 23)

f. LOSS
If column (e) is more
than (d) subtract (d)

from (e)

d. Gross sales price
less expense

of sale

g. GAIN
If column (d) is more
than (e) subtract (e)

from (d)

 

1
 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

 

      

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

    
 

     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

        

5.000 6000

2a Gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence held one year or less, from //////// //

Form2119,lines7or1l. . . . . . . « « « « « « « . . . 2a / 8BS
b Short-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29 . _29_////////7% 2,400

3 Net short-term gain or (loss) from partnerships and fiduciaries . 3 |-3,000

4 Add lines 1 through 3 incolumnfandcolumng. . . . . . . . 4 18,000 )] 8483S

5 Combine line 4, column f and line 4, column g and enter the net gain or (loss) . . . 5 4 85

6 Short-term capital loss carryover from years beginning after 1969 . . . . . 6 |( O
7 Net short-term gain or (loss), combine lines 5 and 6 7 4 35

Long-term Capital Gains and Losses—Assets Held More Than One Year

8

9a Gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence held more than one year, /////////

from Form 2119, lines 7,11, 160r18. . . . . . . . . . . . . |9a )/// 450
b Long-term capital gain from installment sales from Form 6252, line 21 or 29 . 9b ////// b 3 O

10 Net long-term gain or (loss) from partnerships and fiduciaries. . . . . 10 O 750

11 Add lines 8 through 10 incolumnfandcolumng. . . . . . . . . . 11 (- 8,000 ) 1{,330

12 Combine line 11, column f and line 11, column g and enter the net gain or (loss) . .. .| 12 3,330
13 Capital gain distributions . . . c e e e e e e e e e e e e e a .. .|28 54 3
14 Enter gain from Form 4797, line 5(a)(1) e e e e e e e e e e e A i 1, 760

15 Enter your share of net long-term gain from small business corporations (Subchapter S) . 15 863

16 Combine lines 12through15. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ) . . . . . .l 6+496
17 Long-term capital loss carryover from years beginning after 1969 . . 17 (-8,000
18 Net long-term gain or (loss), combine lines 16 and 17 . . 18 l,504-

   

 
 

   
  

 

 

 

 

 

     
Note: Complete this form on reverse. However, if you have cap:tal loss carryovers from years beginning before 1970, do not

complete Parts Ill or V. See Form 4798 instead.

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see Form 1040 instructions

OMB No. 1545-0074
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Schedule D (Form 1040) 1982

ETZEII Summary of Parts | and Il

Page 2

 

19 Combine lines 7 and 18, and enter the net gain or (loss) here .

21

23

24

Note: If line 19 is a loss, skip lines 20 through 22 and complete lines 23 and 24. If line 19 is a gain

complete lines 20 through 22 and skip lines 23 and 24 . ce ..

If line 19 shows a gain, enter the smaller of line 18 or line 19. Enter zero if there

 

is a loss or no entry on line 18 . 20l

Enter 602, of line 20 . . e e e e e e e e .

If line 21 is more than zero, you may be liable for the alternative minimum tax. See Form 6251.

Subtract line 21 from line 19. Enter here and on Form 1040, line 13 .

If line 19 shows a loss, enter one of the following amounts:
(i) Ifline 7 is zero or a net gain, enter 509 of line 19;
(1i) If line 18 is zero or a net gain, enter line 19; or
(iii) If line 7 and line 18 are net losses, enter amount on line 7 added to 509, of the amount on line 18

Enter here and as a loss on Form 1040, line 13, the smallest of:

(i) The amount on line 23;

(ii) $3,000 ($1,500 if married and filing a separate return); or

(iii) Taxable income, as adjusted .

19 -1,019 

 

 

23

 

-S10 

 24  - 510  
 

Complete this Part Only if You Elect Out of the Installment Method AndReporta Note or Other Obligation
at Less Than Full Face Value &
 

[] Check here if you elect out of the instaliment method.

Enter the face amount of the note or other obligation p

Enter the percentage of valuation of the note or other obligation p

.m- Computation of Post-1969 Capital Loss Carryovers from 1982 to 1983
(Complete this part if the loss on line 23 is more than the loss on line 24)

Note: You do not have to complete Part V on the copy you file with IRS.
 

Section A.—Short-term Capital Loss Carryover

 

 

 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

25 Enter loss shown on line 7; if none, enter zero and skip lines 26 through 30—then go to line 31 . 25 O

26 Enter gain shown on line 18. If that line is blank or shows a loss, enter zero . 26

27 Reduce any loss on line 25 to the extent of any gain on line 26 . 27

28 Enter amount shown on line 24 . . . . . . . . . . . .+ o . . e e e e e 28

29 Enter smallerofline270r28. . . . . . . . . . . .+ .« < « .« . . 29

30 Subtract line 29 from line 27. This is your short-term capital loss carryover from 1982 to 1983 . 30

Section B.—Long-term Capital Loss Carryover

31 Subtract line 29 from line 28 (Note: If you skipped lines 26 through 30, enter amount from line 24) . 31 ~-Sio

32 Enter loss from line 18; if none, enter zero and skip lines 33 through36. . . . . . . . . . 32 -1 )5o4

33 Enter gain shown on line 7. If that line is blank or shows a loss, enter zero . 33 485

34 Reduce any loss on line 32 to the extent of any gainonline33. . . . . . . . . . . . . 34 -1 ’ Ol 9

35 Multiply amountonline31 by 2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . & o« 4 e o . . 35 ")020

36 Subtract line 35 from line 34. This is your long-term capital loss carryover from 1982 to 1983 . 36 I   
 

¥ US GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE 1982—0-363-066-95-3362897



 

 

   USER INSTRUCTIONS
 

    

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

10.

1.

12.

13.

At a minimum, load the
following programs:
"SD" (Schedule D) and
"0" (misc. routines).

Allocate data registers
(minimum 56).

Select an appropriate
display format.

Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-prompt-
ing" (flag 0 clear) mode.
Pressing [XEQ] "P" toggles
between these modes.

Run the Schedule D program.

This display identifies
the program.

Enter one of Llines 1-5:

your filing status. status

Enter Line 37 from form

1040: taxable income. taxable

Enter the total of column

1f. This number must be

negative since it's a loss. total

Enter the total of
column 1g. total

Enter Line 2a: gain from
sale of principal residence. gain

Enter Line 2b: short-term
capital gain from install-
ment sales. gain

Enter Line 3f: loss from
partnersips and fiduciaries.
This number should be nega-
tive. If a value is entered
here, Line 3g will not be
prompted for. Loss

KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

CshiftlLGTO] ..
CshiftlLGTO] ..

CXEQ] "SIZE"™ 056

CshiftJCFIX] n

CXEQ] "P"

CXEQ] '"sp" SCHEDULE D

CR/S]x STATS: x

CR/S] TXABL: x

CR/S] TOT1F: x

CR/S] TOT1G: x

CR/S] LINZ2a: x

CR/S] LINZb: x

CR/S] LIN3F: x

CR/S] LIN4F: Xx

63



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

14. If Line 3f was zero,
enter Line 3g: gain from
partnerships and fiduciaries.
This number should be

positive. gain CR/S] LIN4F= x

15. Output of Line 4f: total
losses. CR/S]* LIN4G= X

16. Output of Lline 4g: total

gains. CR/S]* LINES= x

17. Output of Line 5: net
gain or Lloss. CR/S]1* LINE6: x

18. Enter Lline 6: short term
capital loss carryover. carryover CR/S] LINE7= x

19. Output of Line 7: net
short term gain. CR/S]* TOT8F: x

20. Enter the total of column
8f. This number must be
negative since it is a loss. total Lloss CR/S] TOT8G: x

21. Enter the total of column

8g. total gain CR/S] LIN9a: x

22. Enter Lline 9a: gain from
sale of principal residence. gain CR/S] LIN9b: x

23. Enter Lline 9b: Llong term
capital gain from install-
ment sales. gain CR/S] LN10F: x

24. Enter Lline 10f: loss from
partnersips and fiduciaries.

If a value is entered here,
Line 10g will be skipped. Loss CR/S] LN10G: x

25. Enter Lline 10g: gain from
partnersips and fiduciaries.
If a value was entered for

Line 10f, this prompt will

be skipped. gain CR/S] LN11F= x

26. Output of Line 11f: total

Losses. CR/S]* LN11G= x

27. Output of Line 11g: total
gains. [R/S1* LIN12= x



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

Output of Lline 12: net
gain.

Enter Lline 13: capital
gains distributions. distrib.

Enter Line 14: gain from
form 4797 Line 5(a)(1). gain

Enter Line 15: your share
of net Long term gain from
small business corporations. gain

Output of Line 16: sum

Lines 12 through 15.

Enter Line 17: Long term
Loss carryover. carryover

Output of Line 18: net
long term Lloss.

OQutput of Line 19: net
gain or loss. If this Lline
is negative, lines 20
through 22 will be skipped
and lines 23 through 24 will
be output. If this Lline is
positive, Lines 23 through
24 will be skipped and Llines

20 through 22 will
be output.

Output Line 20: the
smaller of Lines 18 and 19.

Output Lline 21: 60% of

Line 20.

Output Line 22: Lline 21
from Line 19.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]1*

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]

CR/S]1*

CR/S]

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*

CR/S1*

DISPLAY

LIN16=

LIN17:

LIN18=

LIN19=

LIN20=

LIN21=

LIN2Z=

LIN23=

65
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INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

39.

40.

41.

4e.

43.

Lb.

45.

46.

47.

4L8.

49.

50.

Output of Line 23: If
Line 7 >= 0 then output
50% of Line 9. If Lline 18
>= 0 then output Line 19,
else output Lline 7 + 50%
line 8.

Output Lline 24: the
smallest of Line 23, $3000
($1500 if status 3) and
taxable income.

If Line 24 shows a
greater loss than Line 23
then the program will halt
at this point.

Output Lline 25: output

Line 7 if it is a loss, else
output 0. If 0, skip lines
25 through 30.

Output Lline 26: Line 18
if a gain, otherwise 0.

Output Lline 27: output
Line 25 + Lline 26. 1If
positive, output 0.

Output Lline 28: a copy

of Line 24.

Output Lline 29: the
smaller of Llines 27 and 28.

Output Lline 30: Lline 29

from Line 27.

Output of Line 31: Lline 29
from Line 28 or a copy of

line 24.

Output of Lline 32: line 18
if a Lloss, 0 if not.

Output of Line 33: Lline 7
if a gain, otherwise 0.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]1x

CR/S]I*

CR/S]1*

CR/S1*

CR/S]1x

CR/S]*

CR/S]*

CR/S1x

CR/SJ*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]x

DISPLAY

LIN24=

LIN25=

LIN26=

LIN27= x

LIN28=

LIN29=

LIN30=

LIN31=

LIN32=

LIN33=

LIN34=

x
x

x
x



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

52-

53.

54.

Output of Line 34: Line
33 + Line 32. 1If greater
than 0, output 0.

Output Lline 35:
Line 31 * 2.

Output of Line 36:
line 35 from Lline 34.

The last output is
left in the X-register.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]*

67

DISPLAY

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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PROGRAM DETAIL -

The form Schedule D program is 267 steps and 665 bytes (95 registers) long.
It requires one other program: the miscellaneous routines program--233 bytes.
At a minimum, 56 data registers are needed, totalling 184.3 registers for
operation.

The program has one entry point, global Llabel '"SD".

Aside from the flags manipulated by the subroutines called, the program
itself manipulates the following flags:

flag 06 : set - to inable the accumulate feature of routine "X"
flag 12 : set - print double wide (for the printed program

identifier)
clear - print single wide

The data registers used by the form 1040 program are preserved with the
exception of registers 1 and 21. The following data registers are used:

00 = register index for data manipulation
01 = Lines 1 through 5, form 1040: filing status
21 = Line 37, form 1040: taxable income
27 = accumulator index
28 = total of column 1f
29 = total of column 1g
30 = Line 2a: gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence
31 = Line 2b: short-term capital gain from installment sales
32 = Line 3f: net short-term loss from partnerships and fiduciaries
33 = Lline 3g: net short-term gain from partnerships and fiduciaries
34 = Line 4g: total short-term gain
35 = Line 5: total gain or Lloss
36 = Line 6: short-term capital loss carryover

37 = Line 7: net short-term gain or loss
38 = total of column 8f
39 = total of column 8g
40 = Line 9a: gain from sale or exchange of a principal residence
41 = Line 9b: Llong-term capital gain from installment sales
42 = Lline 10f: net long-term loss from partnerships and fiduciaries

43 = Line 10g: net long-term gain from partnerships and fiduciaries
45 = Lline 11g: total Llong-term gain
46 = Line 12: total gain or Lloss

47 = Line 13: capital gains distribution
48 = Line 14: gain from form 4797
49 = line 15: your share of net long-term gain from small business

corporations

51 = Line 16: sum of lines 12 through 15

52 = Lline 17: long-term capital Lloss carryover

53 = Line 18: net short-term gain or Lloss
54 = Line 21: 60% of Line 20
55 = Lline 24: capital gain or loss



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

 

   
 

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

@ieLBL "SI s2 RCL 35 line 5
Az SF 12 print double wide =32 RHND

AZ “SCHEDUL sS4+ line 5 + line 6

- 55 STO 327
a4 344 accum. pointer S6 XE@ vwE-

AS XE@ CL- initialize S7 ADY

A XKEQ =2°¢ status prompt =8 45 new accumulator

a7y “THABL"™ 59 ¥E@ “T- store/clear accum,

ag 21 taxable income @ “TOTSF*-

a9 STO ag set pointer &1 ®E@ =Z- line 8f prompt

18 XEQ = prompt &2 “TOTZ2G*™

11 ADY &3 XEQ =¥-" line 8g prompt

12 28 line 1f index &4 “LIN9a" & sum
13 STO aB set pointer &5 XEQ "¥-*" line 8g prompt
14 =TOTI1F"™ &6 "LINZb" & sum
i5 YEQ 2" line 1f prompt &7 XER gt

16 =TOT1G™ &8 “"LHi1iaF-" .
17 ¥E@ =¥~ line 1g prompt A9 WEQ “ZF line 9a prompt

18 "LIKMNZa- & sum @ W=@7 & sum

19 XEQ =%¥*" line 2a prompt 71 CTn a2z no loss?

2@ “LIMZ2B" & sum 2 LK prompt for gain

21 XEG "¥*" line 2b prompt 3 STO 33 zero line 10g

22 “"LIH3F" & sum 74 1 skip line 10g

23 ¥XER »Z2*¢ line 3f prompt S ST+ @@

24 X=87 no loss? 76 GTO 83 skip line 10g
S GTOo ail prompt for gain 77¢LEBL A2

Z6 CLx zero line 3g 78 "LHM1iaGg-

27 STO 323 79 YE@ Y™ prompt for line
28 1 . . 2Aa+LEBL 83 10g
29 ST+ GO skip line 3g reg. 81 “LMH1i1iF~

2@ GTO 08 ' " 3g prompt g2 RCL 38 line 8f
Zi«LEBL @1 23 RFHD

22 "LIN3G™ 84 RCL 42 line 10f

323 XEQ@ “¥*" line 3g prompt 85 RHND
Fd4«LBL @A 26 +
35 “"LIN4AF"
36 RCL 28
37 REHND
328 RCL 32
39 RHND
4 +
41 XEG =¥~
4z “LIN4G*"
43 RCL 34
44 KRER "x*~
45 “"LINES*
45 +
47 STO 35
48 XEQ@ "=x*©
49 “LINE&"
58 XERQ =Z2*¢
51 “LINE"

1f total

line 3f

output line 4f

accumulator

output line kg

line 4f + line A4g

output line 5

prompt for line 6

Pk
o

ok
ok

87 RE@ "X
88 “LH11G™
289 RCL 45
9@ HEG "X~
91 51
9z ¥XEG =T~
I3 FEIDH
94 “LIM1IZ"
a5 +
96 STO 465
97 SF Ao
98 XEGQ "xK”
99 ADY
#@ "LIM1Z™
a1 XER =¥~
Az "LIM14"
a3z XE@ =¥*~

output line 11f

line 11g
output line 11g
new accumulator

store/zero accum.
line 11g

line 11f+line 11g

accumulate

output line 12

line 13 pr. & sum  line 14 pr. & sum
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

1@4 ~LIH1IS" i 156 RND
1@5 RE@ -y~  line 15 prompt 157 RCL 53 line 18
1A6 1 & sum 158 RHD
187 ST+ @@ skip reg. 50 159 2
188 "LIH1&" 168 -~ . .
189 RCL Si1 accumulator 161 + line 7 + line 18/2

118 XEQ@ =X- output line 16 162 GTO @7
111 “LINHL17?" 163«LBL @8 case (i)
112 ®E@ =2~ line 17 prompt 164 CL¥
112 ~“LIN1S" 165 54
i1d4 RPCL 51 accumulator 166 = 50% of line 19

115 RN 167 GTO 87
116 + line 17 + sum 168«LEBL A5 case (ii)

117 STO S3 169 RIH
118 XEG@ "X~ output line 18 178 RIDH line 19
119 ADY 171+LBL @7
128 “LIN1S9" 172 ¥XEGQ "X~ output line 23
121 RCL 37 line 7 173 “LIN24-"
122 + line 7 + line 18 174 ABS
123 XEQ@ =¥~ output line 19 175 1

124 ENTERT 176 SIGH 1 in lastx
125 X<@a? loss? 177 RDHN line 23
126 GTO 84 go to line 23 178 RCL @1 Sstatus
127 “LINZA- 179 =
128 RCL 53 line 18 18@ ¥=Y7 status = 37
129 =X>Y7 larger than 1n 197 181 ISG L 2 in lastx

13@ ®<>Y 182 CLD dummy step
131 ¥<@a7? loss? 122 RIDHN
132 CL¥ 184 RIDHN line 23

133 HEQ =¥~ output line 20 185 2 E3 $3000
134 “LINZ1" 186 LASTX 1 or 2

135 .6 60% of line 20 187 -~ $3000 or $1500
136 * 188 X4YY less than line 237
137 STO S4 189 XY
138 XEG& ==X~ output line 21 198 RDHN lesser value
129 ~LINZ2" 191 RCL 21 taxable income
148 X<>Y 192 ¥<Y¥7? less than last?
141 RDH 193 ¥<>Y
142 — line 21 fm line 19 194 RDHN lesser value
143 XEG@ =¥~ output line 22 195 CHS a2 loss
144 GTO a5 go to line 25 196 STO 55 .

14S+LEBL B84 197 XEG =4Y- output line 24
146 “LINZ23" 198 HLY7? line 3 < line 247

147 RCL 327 line 7 199 GTO 85 end
148 SIGH 2068 ADY
149 ¥>@7 gain? 2@Aa1 "LINZ2S5"
158 GTO as 282 RCL 37 line 7
151 RCL 53 line 18 2032 X>A7 gain?
152 SIGH 284 CLX¥
153 ¥>@7 gain? 285 HER "V~ output line 25
154 GTO @6 ZBae x=@a7 was a gain?
155 RCL 37 line 7 27 GTO 89 go to line 31  
 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

288 “LINzZ&6" ) 768 XE@ V" output line 35
289 RCL 53 line 18 261 “LIN3ZG"

‘@7 ? -?_}’i‘ Etr}. loss? 262 — line 35 fm line 34
263 XEQ V¢ i

212 XEQ "WV~ output line 26 >64¢LBL B85 output line 36
213 "LINZ27" 265 ADY
214 + line 25 + line 26 266 ADY
215 X>@a7 gain? 267 END
216 CLX
217 ENTERT
218 XEG@ =¥~

“"LINZ2E"219
228 RCL 35
221
222
223 XLY7?
224 XY
225 XEGQ =\¥*"

“LIN3G"226
227 K<FY
228 RDH
229 -
238 XEGQ ¥
231<«LBL B9
232 ADbY
233 "LIN31"
234 RCL 355
235 RND
236 K<LFY
237 -
238 XEG =¥~
239 “"LIN3Z2"
248 RCL 53
241 x>87
242 CL=
243 XEGQ "¥~
244 ¥X=87
245 GTO A5
246 “LIN33"
247 RCL 37
248 =<7
249 CL=X
258 XEG "¥~-
251 "LIN34~
252 +
2593 ¥X>a7
254 CL=x
255 XEG =¥-©
256 “"LIN35"
257 XY
258 =2
259 *

xEQ II".lll

“LINZ29"

output line 27

line 18
output line 28

the smaller of

line 27 & 28
output line 29

line 29 fm line 27

output line 30

line 24

line 29 fm line 28
output line 31

line 18
gain?

output line 32
gain?
end

line 7

loss?

output line 33

line 32 + line 33
gain?

output line 34

line 31  
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SD HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 100 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:3)

ROW 2 (3:6)

ROW 3 (6 : 10)

(1

ROW 5 (16 : 18)

ROW 6(18 :21)

ROW 7 (21 : 25)

ROW 8 (26 :

ROW 10 (36 : 42)

ROW 11 (42 : 45)

ROW 12 (46 : 50)

   AT
L
IR
L
O
OO
R
O
L
A
A
A

ROW 13 (50 : 55)

T
ROW 14 (55 : 60)

]
15 (60 : 63)

O
ROW 16 (63 : 66)

e
ROW 17 (66 : 68)

A

 

              

                                                               
R (32 : 36)          —

o
—

                 

                                                                                       
ROW 18 (69 : 76)                         



SD

ROW 19 (76 : 81)

ROW 20 (81: 87)

ROW 21 (87 : 90)

ROW 22 : 95)

ROW 23 : 100)

ROW 24 (100 : 103)

ROW 25 (104 : 108)

ROW 26

ROW 27

ROW 28 (114 :120)

ROW 29 (120 : 127)

ROW 30 (127 : 133)

(133 : 136)

(137 : 139)

ROW 33 (139 : 146)

ROW 34 (146 : 152)

ROW 35 (153 : 157)

ROW 36 (157 : 162)

    

  

         

  

     

    

        

o
—
—

         

     

           
ROW 3    
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

   
                   

  
      

       
 

        
  

                                                 



SD

   

     
R

R   
(1

(20

    

(163 :

 
71:

74 :

 
85

96 :

  

       

 

    

  

ROW 37

Il
ROW 38 (1

|
Oow 39 (1

i
oW 40 (1

i
ROW 41

ll
ROW 42

Jll
ROW 43

ll
ROW 44

Il
ROW 45 (2

l
ROW 46

il
ROW 47

ll
ROW 4

Il
il

ROW 50 (242

Il
     

  

    

  
ROW 53

ROW 54 (2
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8 (233 :236)

9 (237 : 241
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5:195

01:208)

208 : 213)

(213 : 219)

1 267)

  

170)

173)
 

  
185 )

    
  

201)     

  
 

. 222)

(222 : 226)

(226 : 232)

 

   

)

: 246)

 

 
: 251

  

~

63)          

   
  

    
      

 

     
 

 
 
 

   
  

 
   

    
 

  
     

 

 

  

HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES
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   PROGRAM DESCRIPTION  
 

 

FORM 4625
COMPUTATION OF MINIMUM TAX

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to aid the user in the computation of minimum
tax using form 4625.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

The program is relatively straight-forward in its operation. Once begun, it
steps through the tax form displaying values it assumes to be correct for
each line of the form.

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":") between
the Line name (a string of five characters) and the current Line value (some
number). An example of a Lline of this type is "STATS: 2.'", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status'", the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." is the current value. At any time the user
encounters a program display similar to the one just described, its Lline
value may be used as is by pressing [R/S] (to continue the program) or may
be changed by keying in some new value (using the numeric keys) and pressing
CR/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may be performed at

this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the desired value
to be input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the line name
and the Lline value. An example of this is "LINE2= 20,000.", where "LINE2" is
an abbreviation for '"line 2", the equal sign indicates that this is a pro-
gram-calculated value, and '20,000." is the current Lline value. At any time
a program display similar to the one just described is encountered, its Lline

value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by pressing any key other than
CR/S]1), or the program may perform calculations based on the altered (and
incorrect) value.

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, O through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars-and- cents amounts respectively.

Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode
and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,

the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output

values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-

play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX O will be rounded to 9 before it is

used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output. The fact

that the values are retained exectly as input allows the user to rerun the

program with no new inputs in another display mode and quickly see the dif-

ference between whole dollar and dollars-and-cents input.
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The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the Lline is displayed.

The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALl input values are echoed and all output values are

streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-
gram-generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input, thus allowing
the user to manually record the value. With a printer, program-generated
output does not halt program execution, is not displayed and is recorded on
the printer, thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the
existing values are known to be correct. In this mode, the user without a
printer may view only those lines calculated by the program. The user with a
printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and out-
put. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Lit in the display.
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   SAMPLE PROBLEM
 

   
 

Fill out the form on page 79.

The example assumes:

* that programs "MN" (Minimum Tax) and "0" (common subroutines)
have been loaded into memory.

* there are 50 available data registers (i.e., SIZE has been set
to a number greater than 49).

* the program is in "input mode."
[XEQ] "P" repeatedly (no more than twice
annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen in

* all pertinent data registers contain the

This is

value 0.

accomplished by pressing
is necessary) until the
the display.

This is only
for convenience in describing the example and is not required.
If the user desires to duplicate the example exactly, and is cer-
tain that no important data will be destroyed, the computer's CLRG
function may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQJ '"CLRG").

* the display mode is FIX 0.

* flags 28 and 29 are set (the HP41 decimal point and digit grouping

 

 

 

     

flags).

_ISOLUTIONI

DISPLAY INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

CXEQJ '""MN"

MINIMUM TAX [R/S]1* Identifies the program.
STATS: O. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5 of form 1040:

filing status.
L1<a>: 0. 423 CR/S] Accelerated depreciation on

real property.

L1<b>: 0. 2500 CR/S] Accelerated depreciation on

leased property.

L1<c>: 0. 4000 CR/S] Amortization.
L1<d>: 0. 6000 CR/S] Reserves for losses on bad

debts of financial

institutions.

L1<e>: 0. 2568 CR/S] Depletion.

L1<F>: 0. 4509 CR/S] Intangible drilling costs.
LINE2= 20,000. CR/S]1* Total tax preference items.

Sum lines 1a through 1f.
LINE3: O. 123 CR/S] Form 1040, Line 50.
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DISPLAY

LINE6=
LINE7=

LINE8=
LINE9=
LIN1O:

LIN11=
LIN12=

LIN13=
LIN14:

LIN15=

16<a>:

16<b>:

16<c>:

16<d>:

LIN17=
LIN18=
1,500.

123.

10,000.

10,000.
1,500.
0.

0.
0.

1,500.
0.

1,500.
0.
0.

0.

0.
0.
1,500.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S1*
[R/S]1x

CR/S]*
CR/S]1x
CR/S]

CR/S]1x
CR/S]1*

CR/S]*
CR/S1]

CR/S]*
CR/S]
CR/S1]

CR/S1]

CR/S]
CR/S]1*
CR/S1*

COMMENTS

Tax from recapture of
investment credit.
Tax on premature redemption
of Individual Retirement
Bond(s).

Sum Llines 3 through 5.
The Llarger of: 1/2 of
Line 6, or $10,000 ($5,000
if you are married filing
separately).
Line 7 from Line 2.
Line 8 * 0.15
1982 net operating loss
carryover to 1983.
Line 10 * 0.15
The smaller of Lines 9
and 11.
Line 12 from Lline 9.
Minimum tax deferred from
from earlier years to 1982.
Sum Llines 13 and 14.
Credit for the elderly.
Credit for political
contributions.

Credit for child care

expenses.
Residential energy credits.
Sum Llines 16a through 16d.
Line 17 from Lline 15.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer 1is attached.
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OMB No. 1545-0174

. 4625 Computation of Minimum Tax—Individuals W

. Cthe T P See instructions on back.
epartment of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service » Attach to Form 1040.
 

Name(s) as shown on Form 1040 Your social security number

  
File this form if your tax preference items (line 2) are more than $10,000 ($5,000 if you are married filing
separately) even though you owe no minimum tax, OR if you have minimum tax deferred from an earlier

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

year.

/// _1 Tax preference items for minimum tax: /

(a) Accelerated depreciation on real property— / % /%

(1) Low-income rental housing (167(k)) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . oo oJf\a@).__ooooooo

(2) Other nonrecovery real property or 15-year real property . . . . . . . . . . . |la@) __‘7123___________

(b) Accelerated depreciation on leased personal property or leased recovery property other than

15-year real property . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1]2,800|
(c) Amortization . . . C e e ese1,000|

(d) Reserves for losses on bad debts of financial institutions . . . . . . . . . . . .|1|Qf__g_g__q__________

(e) Depletion . . . . . . . . . . . . ..e|2f_gg,_g___\ ________
(f) Intangible drilling costs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|u Y, s09

2 Total tax preference items. Add lines 1(a) through 1(f) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .|.2|29000|

3 Amount from Form 1040, line 50% . . . . . i 3,/23|

4 Tax from recapture of investment credit (from Form 1040line 54) 4+o1l

5 Tax on premature redemption of Individual Retirement Bond(s)

(from Form 5329, line 11) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 o
6 Add lines 3through5. . . . 6 | /2.3 |

7 Enter the larger of: (a) one-half of the amount on line 6, or (b) $1OOOO ($5,000 if you are married

filing separately) . . . . . . . . . . . ...7 /6,voo

8 Subtract line 7 from line 2 (If line 7 is more than line 2, enterzero) . . . . . . . . . . 8 /0; ool

9 Multiply amount on line 8 by 15% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .l9. ,____/J:oo___________

10 1982 net operating loss carryover to 1983 (attach computation) . 10 o

11 Multiply amount on line 10 by 15% . . . . . . . . . 11 [

12 Deferred minimum tax. Enter the amount from line 9 or line 11, whncheverissmaller. . . . . 12 O

13 Minimum tax. Subtract line 12 fromline 9. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .la3|___./l§00______________

. . . o
14 Enter minimum tax deferred from earlier years to 1982 (attach computation) . . . . . . . |_14

- . 1 /,S§00
15 Total minimum tax. Add lines 13 and 14 . e e e ee A5|y

16 Excess tax credits. If Form 1040, line 50, is more than zero, skip this line and enter the amount from

line 15 on line 18.

(a) Credit fortheelderly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . |16a}o|
(b) Credit for political contributions . . . . . . . . . . 16b_0_____________

(c) Credit for child care expenses . . . . . . . . . . . |16c0____________

(d) Residential energy credits . . . . . . . . . . . |16ed 0

17 Add lines 16(a) through 16(d) . . . . . .« « oo |27 0

18 Subtract line 17 from line 15. If line 17 is more than line 15, enter zero. Enter here and on Form / {0 O

1040, line 52 . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ... a0 18   
 

*Do not include any tax from Form 4970, Form 4972, Form 5544, or any penalty tax under sec. 72(m)(5).
 

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see back of form. Form 4625 (1982)
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   USER INSTRUCTIONS
 

  
 

INSTRUCTIONS

10.

1.

12.

13.

14.

15.

At a minimum, load the
following programs:
"MN" ( Minimum Tax )
"0" (misc. routines).

Allocate data registers
(minimum 50).

Select an appropriate

display format.

Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-prompt-
ing" (flag 0 clear) mode.
Pressing [XEQ] "P'" toggles
between these modes.

Run the program.

This display identifies
the program.

Enter one of Lines 1-5:
your filing status. status

Enter accelerated
depreciation on real
property. depr.

Enter accelerated
depreciation on leased
property. depr.

Enter amortization. amort.

Enter reserves for

Llosses on bad debts of

financial institutions. reserves

Enter depletion. depletion

Enter intangible drilling
costs. costs

Output of total tax

preference items: sum

lines 1a through 1f.

Enter Form 1040, Lline 50. Line 50

KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

Cshiftl[GTO] ..

CshiftlCGTO] ..

CXEQ] "SIZE" 050

CshiftlCFIX] n

CXEQ] "P"

CXEQ] '"SG" MINIMUM

CR/S]* STATS:

CR/S] L1<a>:

CR/S] L1<b>:

CR/S] L1<c>:

CR/S] L1<d>:

CR/S] L1<e>:

CR/S] L1<F>:

CR/S] LINEZ2=

CR/S]I* LINE3:

CR/S] LINE4:

x

 



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

16. Enter tax from recapture
of investment credit. tax

17. Enter tax on premature

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

redemption of Individual
Retirement Bond(s). tax

Output the sum of Llines
3 through 5.

Output of the Llarger of:
1/2 of Line 6, or $10,000
($5,000 if you are married
filing separately).

Output the difference
between Line 7 and Lline 2.

Output Line 8 * 0.15

Enter 1982 net operating
Lloss carryover to 1983. Loss carry.

Output Lline 10 * 0.15

Output the smaller of
lines 9 and 11.

Output the difference
between Line 12 and Line 9.

Enter the minimum tax

deferred from from earlier

years to 1982. min. tax

Output the sum of Llines
13 and 14.

Enter credit for the

elderly. elderly

Enter credit for

political contributions. contrib.

Enter credit for child
care expenses. child care

Enter residential energy
credits. energy

KEYSTROKES

CR/S1]

[R/S]*

CR/SJ*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]*

CR/S1]

CR/S]1x

CR/SI*

CR/SI*

CR/S]

CR/S1*

CR/S]

CR/S1]

CR/S]

CR/S3J

DISPLAY

LINE6=

LINE7=

LINES8=

LINEG=

LIN10:

LIN11=

LIN12=

LIN13=

LIN14:

LIN15=

16<a>:

16<b>:

16<c>:

16<d>:

LIN17=

x
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INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

32. Output the sum of Llines
16a through 16d.

33. Output the difference be-
tween Lline 17 from Lline 15.

34. A superfluous value is

left in the X- register.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]1x

CR/S]1x

DISPLAY

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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The Minimum Tax program is 140 steps and 343 bytes (49 registers) long. It
requires one other program: the miscellaneous routines program at 233 bytes.
At a minimum, 50 data registers are needed, totalling 132.3 registers for
operation.

The program has one entry point, global lLabel "MN".

Aside from the flags manipulated by the subroutines called, the program it-
self manipulates the following flags:

flag 04 :

flag 10 :

flag 12 :

set - if Line line 26 (a through d) is being
evaluated

clear - otherwise
set - if Lline line 1 (a through f) is being

evaluated

clear - otherwise
set - print double wide (for the printed program

identifier)

clear - print single wide

The the data registers used by the form 1040 program are preserved. The
following data registers are used:

00
01
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

34
35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

register index for data manipulation
Lines 1 through 5, form 1040: filing status

accumulator index
text string used by routine 00
counter for routine 00
Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

Line

1a:

1b:
1c:

1d:

1e:

1f:

2:

3
4

5

6:

9:

13:

14:

15:

accelerated depreciation on real property
accelerated depreciation on leased personal property
amortization
reserves for lLosses on bad debts of financial
institutions
depletion
intangible drilling costs

total tax preference items
1040 Line 50
tax recapture from investment credit

tax on premature redemption of Individual Retirement
bonds
sum of Lines 3 through 5
line 8 * 0.15
line 12 from Line 9
minimum tax deferred from earlier years to 1982

Line 13 + Line 14
16a: credit for the elderly
16b: credit for political contributions
16c: credit for child care expense
16d: residential energy credits

17: sum of Lines 16a through Lline 16d
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   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

Ai+LEBL "MH 52 RECL 2325 line 2

Bz CF a4 not line 16 (yet) =3 RHD
B#I SF 12 print double wide 5S4 HLEFY ) .
B4 36 accum. register 55 — line 2 - Tine 7
AS “MINIMUFM S5 XL@7

TH=X 57 CLX

Be REGR U initialize S8 XKEG V- output line 8
By REGR =2 status prompt 59 “LINES9"
A3 ADY &E 15 15% of line 8
H9 2@ line 1a 51 X

18 STOo @4 reset pointer &2 STO 41 ]
11 "abcdeF ™ names for line 1 53 HER "X-© output line 9
12 ASTO 28 &4 ADY
13 6 index for line 1 &5 “"LIH1G*™

i4 STO 25 56 XEGQ@ "=- line 10 prompt

15 SF 183 line 1 flag &7 “LIM11-
16 XEQ 08 step 115 68 15 15% of line 10
17 =“LINEZ" &9 =

18 RCL 36 line 6 7 KEGQ "Vt output line 11
19 HER "X-" output line 6 71 "LIH1Z"
ZE ADY 72 RECL 41 line 9

Z1 4w new accumulator TEI H>Y7

22 XE&R =T* store & clear T4 HIEY
23 =345*" accumulator 7S OKEG V¢ output line 12
Z4 ASTO 28 names for 3 - § 76 "LIH1IZ" )
=5 32 index lines 3 - § 77 RCL 41 line 9
2e STo =29 78 FHD

27 CF 1@ not line 1 79 WLy

28 XEQ Qa4 step 115 g8 — line 12 fr. line 9
29 “"LIME&G" 81 STO 42
2@ RCL 48 line 6 82 RKEQ "¥- output line 13
31 XEQ@ “H“ output line 6 83 "LINH14"
32 ADY 84 XEG "2 line 14 prompt
23 “LINHE?"™ 85 =“LIN1S"

24 1@ 86 RCL 42 line 13

325 ENTEET 87 EHNID
26 5 ag + line 13 + line 14

38 = 283 KEQ "H*" output line 15
33 H*YY status <> 37 91 ADY
48 RIH gz 49 new accumulator
41 RCL Z 5 or 10 93 ¥EQ@ T~ store/clear accum.
4z 1 EZ 94 "abcd" line names for 16

43 ok 5000 or 10000 95 ASTO 28
44 RCL 4@ line 6 95 4 index for line 16
45 RHID a7 STO 29
46 2 93 SF a4 line 16 flag
47 - 99 SF 189 need char. line 1
48 XHL=¥7 188 XEGQ dg step 115
49 HLFY 1ial CF a4 not line 1
58 KEG “MT output line 7 182 “LIN17" .
51 “"LIHES"™ 183 RCL 49 line 17  
 



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

   
 

 

COMMENTS LISTING
   

COMMENTS
 

 

LISTING

184 XER “X*©
145 ADY
1a6 “"LIN13*
1ay RCL 44
188 END
189 XI>Y
1189 -
111 x<@a~”
112 CL=»
113 =ER X"
114 GTO a1l
115«LEBL @08
116 sz 1]

117 ARCL 28
118 ASTOD =
119 ASHF
128 ASTO Z8
121 as ss

122 ARCL X
123 ASHF
124 ASTO X
125 "LINE"™
126 FS7? 18
127 =L1i<™
128 FS7 a4
129 ="1a<d™
138 ARCL X
131 FS7 18
132 "F2>"
1323 ¥EG =¥~
134 DSE 29
135 GTO B0
136 RTH
137«LEBL 0©G1
138 RADY
139 HADY
1413 END

output line 17

line 15

line 17 from line 15

output line 18
end program
common routine

5 spaces
line labels

5 spaces + 1 character
labels - first character
store remaining labels
1 space
append 5 spaces + character
lose 6 spaces
store character in X

label for lines 3 - §
line 17

line 167

label character

line 1 or 167

line prompt
decrement index

step 115

terminating sequence
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MN HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 49 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:5)

ROW 2 (5 : 6)

ROW 3 (6 : 11)

W 1

ROW (52 : 59)

         
ROW 4 (11:17

ROW 5 (17 : 21)

ROW 6 (22 :27)

                                          
ROW 7 (27 : 31)

ROW 8(31: 36)

ROW 9(37 : 45)

                            
RO                                                   

                                   

T
ROW 12 (59 : 65)

IAPR
ROW 13 (65 : 67)

B
ROW 14 (67 : 71)

i
ROW 15 (72 : 76)

i
ROW 16 (77 : 83)

AA
ROW 17 (83 :

i
ROW 18 (86 :

T
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MN HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

ROW 19 (93 : 98)

(ROW 20 (99 : 102)

(ROW 21 (103 : 107)

ROW 22 (10 : 116)

ROW 23 (11

     A
ARAR
Ar

7

0
6:121)

A
ROW 24 (121 : 126)

AOO
ROW 25 (127 : 13

e
137

AAR
ROW 26 (131 :

ROW 27 (138 : 140)

      

          

                                      

— ~            

~                              
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 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION     
 

FORM 6251
ALTERNATE MINIMUM TAX

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to aid the user in the computation of alter-

nate minimum tax using form 6251.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

The program is relatively straightforward in its operation. Once begun, it
steps through the tax form displaying values it assumes to be correct for

each Line of the form.

Lines that require input from the user are denoted by a colon (":") between
the Lline name (a string of five characters) and the current Line value (some
number). An example of a Lline of this type is "STATS: 2.'", where "STATS" is
an abbreviation for "Filing Status', the colon indicates that this is a user-
specified value, and the "2." is the current value. At any time the user
encounters a program display similar to the one just described, its Lline
value may be used as is by pressing [R/S] (to continue the program) or may
be changed by keying in some new value (using the numeric keys) and pressing
CR/S] (to continue the program). Manual calculations may be performed at
this time using the HP-41's stack in order to arrive at the desired value
to be input.

Lines that represent values calculated by the program, and which should be
copied to the form, are denoted by an equal sign ("=") between the Lline name
and the Lline value. An example of this is "LINZ2b= 3,400.'", where "LIN2b" is
an abbreviation for '"line 2b'", the equal sign indicates that this is a pro-
gram-calculated value, and "3,400." is the current Line value. At any time
a program display similar to the one just described is encountered, its Lline
value MUST NOT be changed by the user (i.e., by pressing any key other than
CR/S]1), or the program may perform calculations based on the altered (and
incorrect) value.

The program works equally well in any display mode (FIX, SCI, ENG, O through
9), but best results will be obtained using either FIX 0 or 2 which corres-
pond to whole dollar amounts and dollars—-and-cents amounts respectively.

Money values may be entered in either fashion regardless of the display mode
and will be remembered by the program exactly as they are input. However,
the display mode does have an effect on the program's output. ALl output
values will be generated using the input values rounded to the current dis-
play mode (viz., an input of 9.25 in FIX 0 will be rounded to 9 before it is
used in a calculation whereas the same value in FIX 2 will not be altered),
and will cause small but perhaps significant deviations in output. The fact
that the values are retained exectly as input allows the user to rerun the

program with no new inputs in another display mode and quickly see the dif-

ference between whole dollar and dollars-and-cents input.
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The program does no error checking! ALl input values are assumed to be cor-
rect, regardless of their values, and are used as such. Erroneous values
will usually not halt the program. The program may either be run to comple-
tion, or manually halted and restarted. Either way, the valid inputs may be
skipped by pressing [R/S] and the invalid inputs corrected by entering the
proper value when the Lline is displayed.

The program is compatible with printers. If a printer is attached, the pro-
gram assumes it is on. ALl input values are echoed and all output values are
streamed to the printer. With respect to the user, input values are treated
in the same fashion regardless of the printer's presence. The output of pro-
gram-generated values, on the other hand, differs dramatically based on the
printer's existence. Without a printer, the program halts at each output
value in the same fashion that it does when asking for input, thus allowing
the user to manually record the value. With a printer, program-generated
output does not halt program execution, is not displayed and is recorded on
the printer, thus minimizing user interaction.

One feature of the program allows the user to skip all input prompts if the
existing values are known to be correct. In this mode, the user without a
printer may view only those Lines calculated by the program. The user with
a printer may rapidly generate an uninterrupted printout of both input and
output. This mode is active when the flag 0 annunciator is Llit in the
display.
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SAMPLE PROBLEM      

 

Fi

Th

*

LL out the form on page 92.

e example assumes:

that programs "AM" (Alternate Minimum Tax) and "0" (common sub-

routines) have been loaded into memory.

there are 55 available data registers (i.e., SIZE has been set
to a number greater than 54).

the program is in "input mode." This is accomplished by press-
ing [XEQ] "P" repeatedly (no more than twice is necessary) until
the annunciator for flag 0 cannot be seen in the display.

all pertinent data registers contain the value 0. This 1is only
for convenience in describing the example and is not required.
If the user desires to duplicate the example exactly, and is cer-
tain that no important data will be destroyed, the computer's CLRG
function may be employed to clear data memory (via [XEQ] "CLRG").

the display mode is FIX O.

flags 28 and 29 are set (the HP-41 decimal point and digit grouping
flags).

 

 

 

 

 

ISOLUTION [
 

DISPLA

ALT MI
STATS:

EXMPT:

LINE1:

LIN2a:

LINZ2b=

LINZ2c=

LIN2d=

LINE3=

LIN4a:

LIN4b:

LIN4c=

LINES=

Y INPUT KEYSTROKES COMMENTS

[XEQ] "AM"

N TAX CR/S1* Identifies the program.
0. 2 CR/S] Lines 1-5 of form 1040:

filing status.
0. 7 CR/S] Line 4e of form 1040: total

number of exemptions claimed.
0. 80000 CR/S] Line 32 of form 1040:

adjusted gross income.
0. 68700 CR/S] Line 34 of form 1040.
3,400. CR/S]1* Zero bracket amount.
7,000. CR/S]* Exemptions * 1000.

79,100. CR/S1* Sum of 2a through 2c.
900. CR/S]1* Line 2d from Lline 1.
0. 16100 CR/S] Adjusted itemized deductions.

0. 90000 CR/S] Capital gain deduction.

106,100. CR/S]* Sum Llines 4a and 4b.
107,000. CR/S]1* Alternative minimum taxable

income: the sum of lines 3

and 4c.

 



DISPLAY

LINEG6=

LINE7=
LINE8=

LINE9=
LIN10=
LIN11=

LIN12=
LIN13:

LIN14:

LIN1S5:

LIN16=
LIN17=

LIN18:

LIN19=

LIN22=

LIN23=
LIN24=
LINZ5=

LINZG:

27,20=

LINZ21=

11,777.

20,000.

87,000.
40,000.

47,000.
4,000.
9,400.
13,400.
0.
0.
0.

1,623.
11,777.

0.
1,777,
900.
60,000.
0.
0.
0.
0.

11,777.

123
1,500

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]1*

CR/S]*
CR/S]1x

CR/S]
CR/ST*
CR/S]*
CR/S]*
CR/S]
CR/SJ*
CR/S]

CR/S]
CR/S]

CR/S]
CR/SIx
CR/S]1*
CR/S]*
CR/ST*
CR/S]*
CR/S]
CR/S]*

CR/S1x

COMMENTS

$20,000.00 or $10,000.00 if
married filing separately.
Line 6 from Line 5.

The smaller of Line 7 and

$40,000 ($20,000 if married
filing separately).
Line 8 from Lline 7.

10% of Lline 8.

20% of Line 9.

Sum Llines 10 and 11.
Line 50 from form 1040.

Minimum tax from form 1040.
Tax from recapture of
investment credit.

Sum Llines 13 through 15.
Line 16 from line 12. 1If
this value is 0 or Lless,
the program will terminate.
Foreign tax credit.
Line 18 from 17.

Copy of Line 3.
2/3 of Line 4b.
Line 23 from 22.

Schedule value.

Line 49 form 1040.

The smaller of Llines 25 and

26.
Alternative minimum tax

(Line 20 from Line 19).
Superfluous value left in
the X-register.

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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m 0201
Department of the Treasury

Internal Revenue Service

D> See instructions on back.

Name(s) as shown on tax return

 

Alternative Minimum Tax Computation

D> Attach to Forms 1040, 1040NR, 1041 or 990-T (Trust).  
Identifying number

|_OMB No. 1545-0227

1982

 

BT Computation of Alternative Minimum Tax
 

 

 

     
 

 

 

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

  
 

 

1 Adjusted gross income from Form 1040 or Form 1040NR, line 33 (see instructions) . . . 1 8 9,000

2 Deductions (applies to individuals only): %/

a Amount from Form 1040, line 34a or 34b, or Form 1040NR, line 36 2a 6 3_, 700 %
2 or 5, enter $3,400

b On your 1982 Form 1040, if you checked Filing Status box . 1 or 4, enter $2,300 } 2b 3 400 %
3, enter $1,700 . . 2

¢ Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions on Form 1040, line 6e _2¢ 7,0°0 ////

d Add lines 2a through 2c (estates and trusts, enter zero) . ' 2d 79 /00
3 Subtract line 2d fromline 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 900
4 Tax preference items: 7/

a Adjusted itemized deductions . 4a| /6,700 /

b Capital gain deduction $H . 4| 290,000 ///,
¢ Add lines 4a and 4b. . Ce . . 4c 10¢, 700

5 Alternative minimum taxable income (add Imes 3 and 4c) . . 5 / 02,000

6 Enter $20,000 ($10,000 if married filing separately, or an estate or trust) . |_6 2 0,000

7 Subtract line 6 from line 5. If zero or less, do not complete the rest of this form . 7 37,, 000

8 Enter the smaller of line 7 or $40,000 ($20,000 if married filing separately, ////

oranestateortrust). . . . . 8 K0, 060 %

9 Subtract line 8 from line 7. . . . 9 ¥7 000 %

10 Enter 10% of line 8 . ... 10 H eo0 %
11 Enter 20% of lne 9. . . . . . 11 9,400 i

12 Add lines 10and 11. . . . . . . . . . . . e e e e e 12 / 3,400
13 Amount from Form 1040,line 50* (estates and trusts—see mstructnons) 13 )23 7/

14 Minimum tax from Form 1040, 1040NR, 1041, or 990-T . 14 /, f00 /
15 Tax from recapture of investment credit . Ce e e 15 /% _
16 Add lines 13 through 15 . . . . Coe . .. . . . |16 423
17 Subtract line 16 from line 12. If zero or Iess, do not complete the rest of thlsform . . . 17 [, 27 7

18 Foreign tax credit (see instructions) . . . . . . . ¢ . . ¢ ¢ v e e e e W . |18

19 Subtract line 18 from line 17. If line 18 is more than line 17, enter zero . . . . |19 I, 7222
20 Credits allowed against alternative minimum tax from Part II, line 27 . . . . |20 -0 -

21 Alternative minimum tax (subtract line 20 from line 19.) If zero or less, enter zero. Enter here and on
Form 1040, line 53 or Form 1040NR, line 54 (estates and trusts—see instructions) . 21 11,2727

IZEIZHII Computation of Credits Allowed Against Alternative Minimum Tax

22 Enter amount from line 3 aboVe . . . .+ .« ¢ 4 4 o+ e 4 e e e e e e e e e 22 700
23[nter66%%ofline4b........................23 69,000
24 Subtract line 23 from line22 . . . . . e e e e s e . « e . 24 -0 -

25 Figure this line from one of the schedules below on the amount reported in line 24 . . |25 —0 -~

26 Credits, other than Foreign Tax Credit, from Form 1040, line 49. (See instructions.) . . . . . . |_26 -0 -
27 Enter line 25 or line 26, whichever is smaller. Enter here and on line 20 above . 27 -0 -

 

 

 

 

     
Single, Married Fllmg Jointly, Qualifying Widow(er), or Head of Household

If the amount on line 24 is: Enter on line 25: If the amount on line 24 is:

Not over $20,000 -0- Not over $10,000

But not of the But not
Over over amount over Over over

$20,000 $60,000 10% $20,000 $10,000 $30,000

$60,000 — $4,000 + 20% $60,000 $30,000 —

Married, Filing Sepantely, or Estate or Trust

Enter on line 25:

-0-

of the
amount over

10% $10,000

$2,000 + 20% $30,000
 

*Do notinclude any tax from Form 4970, Form 4972, Form 5544, or any penalty tax under section 72(m)(5).

For Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see back of form. | 363-228-1 Form 6251 (1982)



 

  

 USER INSTRUCTIONS      

INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY

1) At a minimum, load the
following programs:
"AM" (Alternate Minimum Tax) Cshiftl[GTO] ..
"0" (misc. routines). [shift]LGTO] ..

2) Allocate data registers
(minimum 55). CXEQJ "SIZE'" 055

3) Select an appropriate
display format. CshiftJLFIX] n

4) Select either "prompting"
(flag 0 set) or "non-prompt-
ing" (flag 0 clear) mode.
pressing [XEQ] "P" toggles
between these modes. CXEQ] "P"

5) Run the program. CXEQ] "AM" ALT MIN TAX

6) This display identifies
the program. CR/S]x STATS: x

7) Enter one of lines 1-5:

your filing status. status CR/S] EXMPT: x

8) Enter Line 4e from form

1040: total number of

exemptions claimed. exemptions CR/S] LINE1: x

9) Enter Lline 32 of form
1040: adjusted gross income. AGI CR/S] LIN2a: x

10) Enter Line 34 of form

1040. Line 34 CR/S] LINZ2b= x

11) Output of zero bracket
amount. CR/S]1* LINZ2c= X

12) Output of exemptions

* 1000. CR/S]* LIN2d= x

13) Output of the sum of 2a
through 2c. CR/S]1* LINE3= x

14) Subtraction of line 2d

from Line 1. CR/S]1* LIN4a: x

15) Output of adjusted
itemized deductions. CR/S] LIN4b: x

 



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT KEYSTROKES DISPLAY
 
 

16. Output of capital gain
deduction. CR/S] LIN4c= x

17. Output of the sum of
lines 4a and é4b. CR/S]x LINES= x

18. Output of alternative
minimum taxable income:
the sum of Llines 3 and 4c. CR/S]* LINE6= x

19. Output $20,000.00 or

$10,000.00 if married
filing separately. CR/S]x LINE7= x

20. Output the difference
between Line 6 and line 5. CR/S1* LINE8= x

21. Output the smaller of Line
7 and $40,000 ($20,000 iif
married filing separately). CR/S1* LINE9= x

22. Output of Line 8 from
line 7. CR/S]* LIN10= x

23. Output 10% of Line 8. CR/S]* LIN11= x

24. Output 20% of Line 9. CR/S]1* LIN12= x

25. Output the sum of Llines
10 and 11. CR/S]1* LIN13: x

26. Enter Line 50 from form
1040. Line 50 CR/S] LIN14: x

27. Input minimum tax from
form 1040. min. tax CR/S] LIN15: x

28. Enter tax from recapture
of investment credit. tax CR/S] LIN16= x

29. Output the sum of Llines

13 through 15. CR/S]1=* LIN17= x

30. Output of Line 16 from
line 12. If this value
is 0 or less, the program
will terminate. CR/S]* LIN18: x

31. Enter foreign tax credit. credit CR/S] LIN19= x



INSTRUCTIONS INPUT

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

Output the difference
between Line 18 and 17.

Output a copy of Line 3.

Output 2/3 of Lline 4b.

Output the difference
between Line 23 and 22.

Output the value from
the schedule at the bottom

of the form.

Enter Line 49 from

form 1040.

Output the smaller of

Lines 25 and 26.

Output alternative
minimum tax (line 20

from Line 19).

Superfluous value left
in the X-register.

KEYSTROKES

CR/S]x

CR/S]1x

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]1*

CR/S]

CR/S]1x

CR/SJ*

DISPLAY

LINZ26:

27,20=

LIN21=

* [R/S] in this instance is not necessary if a printer is attached.
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PROGRAM DETAIL -

The Alternate Minimum Tax program is 236 steps and 554 bytes (78.9 registers)
long. It requires one other program: the miscellaneous routines program at
233 bytes. At a minimum, 55 data registers are needed, totalling 167.4 regi-
sters for operation.

The program has one entry point, global Label "AM".

Aside from the flags manipulated by the subroutines called, the program
itself manipulates the following flags:

flag 06 : set - enable the accumulate option of routine "X"
flag 09 : set - if status = 3

clear - otherwise
flag 12 : set - print double wide (for the printed program

identifier)
clear - print single wide

The data registers used by the form 1040 program are preserved with. The
following data registers are used:

00 = register index for data manipulation
02 = form 1040, Lline 6e: total exemptions
01 = Lines 1 through 5, form 1040: filing status
17 = Lline 1: adjusted gross income from 1040
23 = Line 26: form 1040 Line 49
27 = accumulator index
28 = Line 2a: form 1040 Lline 34
29 = Lline 2d: total deductions;

Line 3: Line 2d from Line 1
30 = Lline 5: alternative minimum taxable income;

Line 7: Line 6 from line 5;
Line 12: Line 10 + Lline 11

31 = Line 13: form 1040 Lline 50
32 = Line 15: tax from recapture of investment credit
33 = line 16: sum of Lines 13 through 15
34 = Line 17: Line 16 from line 12
35 = Lline 18: foreign tax credit
36 = Line 19: Lline 18 from line 17
37 = Lline 20, 27: credits allowed against alternative minimum tax
38 = Line 21: alternative minimum tax
39 = Line 25: value from schedule on form
44 = Line 14: minimum tax from 1040 line 50 (from "MN'")
50 = Lline 4a: adjusted itemized deductions (from sched. A)
54 = Lline 4b: capital gain deduction (from sched. D)



 

 

   PROGRAM LISTING
 

    

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

Ai+LBL =i 52 RCL 56 line lLa
- oG accumulator reg. =3 RHLD

B3 SF 12 print double wide sS4+ line La + Lb
a4 “HLT HMIH 55 XEG =¥ output line k¢
THX" 56 “"LIHNES
ASs XE@ "~ initialize 57 RCL 28 accumulator
Ae HKER =Z2*¢ status prompt 58 XKEG "V output line 5
a7y "“EXEMPT" 59 “LIHNHEG
As XE@Q@ == exemption prompt el 1

@9 RADY 51 SIGH 1 in lastx
ia 17 line 1 &2 FEIH
11 STO A4 reset pointer &3 3=
12 "LIHE1"™ &4 RCL 81 status
13 XBEGR =Z2° line 1 prompt S H=YT status = 37
14 ADY a5 ISG L 2 in lastx
15 zZ8 form 1040 line 34 &7 CLD dummy step
ise STO @@ reset pointer 68 CL=x

17 "LIMZar" &9 2 E4
18 HEG@ -¥* prompt and sum 78 LASTX
19 "LINZE" line 2a 71 -

SR YEQR "W get zero brkt amt 7o WE@m Y output 10 or 20 K

=1 SF a6 enable accumulator 73 “LIMNET
o2 YNE@ "X« output line 2b 74 RT

23 “LIHZc™ . ¥ KLY

;g ?L-EEB& exemptions Ti'..; ;‘-TD _— line 6 from line 5

:f? ':_:F a5 enable accumulator gg E%g " output line 7
28 YER vt e Output line 2c¢ 2@ X<@a7

29 =“LIMZ2d" g1 GTO @1 end program
28 RCL 29 accumulator 82 “"LIHES

21 XEQ "=RK*" output line 2d 23 1
22 "LINEZ"™ 24 SIGH 1 in lastx
=23 RCL 17 line 1 85 RIHN
24 EHD 85 =
35 HLEY 27 RCL @1
6 — line 2d from line 1 28 H=¥7 status = 37

37 STO 29 89 IsSG L 2 in lastx
28 STO 38 9@ CLD dummy step
39 XEQ "WV~ output line 3 91 CL*
4@ ADY 92 4 E4
41 “"LIN4a- 93 LHSTH

42 S@ adj item deductions 94 » 20 or Lo K
43 STO ag a5 R+ line 7

44 2@ new accumulator 95 HEYTY
45 STO 27 line l{.a prompt & 97 ®H4FY

46 HE@ "¥-“© sum 98 XEQ "y~ output the smaller

47 “"LIN4b" 99 ENTERET
48 54 capital gains ded iGa “LINES9*"
49 STO @4 iAl RCL 3@ line 7
58 XER "Y¥-*" line L4b prompt & 132 RHND
51 "LIN4c™ sum 183 <Y  
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  PROGRAM LISTING
    
 

 

   
 

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

184 — line 8 from line 7 156 RCL 54 line Lb
185 =EQ =W~ output line 9 157 RHD
iAas "LIN1G"~ 158 2
187 K<Y 159 *
1as .1 168 3
183 * 10% of line 8 161 ~
1184 XEQ@ =¥~ output line 10 162 RE@ =¥~ output 2/3 or Lb

111 =LIMIL™ 163 “LINZ4~
112 %<y 164 -— line 23 from

113 .2 165 ®<@7 line 22

114 * 20% of line 9 166 CL¥
115 XEG =WV~ output line 11 167 ¥E@ =V output line 24
i1 "LIM1Z"™ 168 “LINZS
117 + line 10 + line 11 169 1

118 STO 28 178 SIGH 1 in lastx
119 XEG ="=®B" output line 12 171 RDH

1Z2&a ADY 172 =

121 "LIMN13" 173 RCL @1 status
122 23 new accumulator 174 CF @9
123 ¥XEG@ =T* 175 ¥=%7

124 1 line 13 176 SF @9 status = 37
125 STO 8o 177 H=77 status = 3?
126 XKER ¥~ 178 ISG L 2 in lastx
127 "LIMN14" prompt & sum 179 CLD dummy step
128 44 line 13 188 LASTH
129 STO 46 minimum tax from 121 RT line 24

138 XKEQ “Y" M 182 *
131 =“LIHN1S"™ prompt & sum 183 2 E4
132 32 line 14 184 <Y
1332 STO @8 line 15 185 H<=Y7 less than min?

134 XEG Y~ prompt & sum 186 GTO @06 step 210
1Z5 "LIHN1lG6" line 15 187 XL>Y
136 RCL 33 188 - amount over 20000
137 XER "&x* output line 16 189 4 E4
138 “LIN17" 108 X<y
139 RCL 3@ line 12 191 H<=¥7 between min & max?
148 RHND 192 GTO 82 step 204
141 X<>Y . 193 ®<>Y

142 - line 16 from 194 - amount over 60000
142 STO 34 line 12 195 1@
144 XEQ@ "X~ output Tine 17 196 FC? B9 status <> 37
143 X<@7 197 ST+ ¥ 20
146 GTO A1 end program 198 =
147 “LIN1IS" 199 2 E3
148 XKEQ “Z- input line 18 Za@ FC? @9 status <> 3?
149 =“LIHM139" @1 ST+ X

158 XE@ "S- output line 17 - Saz + 4000
151 ADY line 18 a3 GTO 63
152 “"LINZZ2" . 2ZA4«LBL A2
153 RCL 29 line 3 2@as S
154 XEG =¥~ output line 22 2@!‘; FCZ @9

155 "LIN23" 287 ST+ X
 

 



 
 

   

 

 PROGRAM LISTING
   

 

    

 

LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

285 =
29 GTOa a3 step 212
Z2Zl1a«LEBL A0 if under 20000
211 CLXx
Z1Z2«LEL B3

216 "LINZ6"™
217 23
218 ST0O @4
219 XEQ =-2*¢
228 =27.,.ZzZ8-"
221 ECL 39
222 REHD
223 ®>Y7?
224 =®R<FY
225 SsT1To0 37
226 XEG TW"
227 HIDV
228 "LINZ1*™
229 38
238 ST0 A0
231 REDH
232 XER "5~

1ZiZ«LEL @9
234 HDV
235 ADY
23 EHNI

line 25

output line 25

form 1040 line 49

prompt for line 26

line 25

output the lesser
of line 25 and 26

line 20 from line 19
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AM HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 79 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:4)

2 (4
 

ROW

 
R

          
                 

5:                                        

                             
(42 : 47)                          

OW 3 (6: 10)

ROW 5 (1

ROW 6 (19 : 2

ROW 8 (28 : 31

ROW 10 (38 : 42)

ROW 12(47 : 51)

ROW 13 (5

ROW 14 (56 : 60)

ROW 15 (

(71: 76)

(

             
61:70)                 

O
p
e
s
s
s
s
s
s
s
O
E
E
E
E
—
—

ROW 4 (10

ROW 7 (23 : 28

ROW 9 (32:

ROW 11

12

           
ROW 17

ROW 18 (
                   

ROW 1

77 : 82)

82 : 92)                           
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AM HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

ROW 19 (92 : 100)

e
OW 20 (100 : 106)

OAA
OW 21 (106 : 111)

I I|IeeA
ROW 22 (111: 116)

A
ROW 23 (116 : 121)

L
TRT
0ARe

      
R

  
R

             

     

                                                                                                                       

                    

)

ROW 25 (126 : 130)

ROW 26 (130 134)

ROW 28 (138 : 144)

ROW 29 (144 : 148)

ROW 33 (163 : 168)

ROW 34 (168 : 176)
      

ROW 24 (121: 125

ROW 27 (134 138)

ROW 31 (152 : 155)

ROW 32 (155 : 163)

    

ROW 30 (148 : 152)

         
ROW 35 (176 : 185)

ROW 36 (186 : 194)
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AM HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

ROW 37 (195 : 201)(

ROW 38 (201 : 209)

21ROW 39 (210 : 216)
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PROGRAM DESCRIPTION        

COMMON ROUTINES

PURPOSE -

The purpose of this program is to provide routines common to all programs in
the package.

FEATURES/WARNINGS -

Most users will never want or need to know anything about this set of rou-
tines other than that they must reside in memory before any of the other tax
programs can be run. For this reason, no description of the routines resides
in this section. The following section deals with information important to
the user who needs to know more about the routines.

PROGRAM DETAIL -

The routines program is 111 steps and 235 bytes (33.6 registers) long. It
requires no other programs, though certain routines require each other. The

routines access very few registers directly, only ROO and R27 are acccessed

in this way. The program, because of its use of register 27, 'requires" the
allocation of 28 data registers though certain routines are capable of access-
ing any data register and others access none.

The program has 11 entry points: global Llabels "0", '"pP", "@", "s", "T", "U",
"v', "W'", "X", "Y" and "Z". The labels are intentionally short to save space
in their declarations and, more importantly, in their calling. This results,
though, in their being nonrepresentative of the routines' functions. There-
fore, their descriptions follow.

"0" - This routine places a separator (''============") on the printout. 1Its
main purpose is to place this separator between the form 1040 program
output and that of schedules A and G. The routine tests flag 55. The
contents of stack register T and the ALPHA register are destroyed.

"P" - This routine selects between "input'" and "non-input' modes. This is
accomplished simply by toggling flag 00.

"Q" - This routine takes the first character of the alpha register contents
and queries the user as to whether the tax schedule corresponding to
the character is to be run. The prompt comes up in ALPHA mode, and

only the character "Y" will cause the execution of the indicated pro-
gram. Any other input will not cause the specified routine to be run.
The routine destroys the contents of the stack and the ALPHA register.

"U" - This routine performs the most common program initialization functions.
The ALPHA register is assumed to contain a desirable display/printout
value. The X-register must contain either the number of the accumulator
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llTll -

llwll -

"SH -

register (the current register in which some running total is to
be kept) or zero. A zero indicates no accumulator. The text string
"STATS" is left in the ALPHA register since, in most cases, this is
the first prompt to come up in a program

Stores the location of the accumulator register in register 27, and
clears it. Routine "U" may also access this routine.

This routine calculates to user's zero bracket amount (the largest sum
on which zero taxes can be paid). Since the filing status of the user
is necessary for the calculation, register 01 is accessed. The routine
consumes the X-, Y-, and L-registers.

This routine takes the register address in register 00 and subtracts
two from it. The indicated register is then recalled and the previous
X-register is subtracted from it. If the result is negative, the X-
register is cleared. This corresponds to the tax form statement 'sub-
tract Line B from Line A, if B is greater than A then enter 0." The
optionally (flag 06 clear) stores the result in the register specified
by register 00 and jumps to the "X" routine.

v, "X", "Y" and "Z'" are all entry points to the same routine.

"V'" and "X" are used for output. "V'" outputs with no register 00 increment
while "X" increments. The output routines normally store no values
but expect the Line lLabel in the ALPHA register and the Line value
in X. If flag 06 is set before the routine is entered, the routines
will accumulate the Line value in the currently specified register.

"Y" and "Z'" are used for input. "Z'" performs the input prompt without adding
the received value to that in the accumulator. "Y" performs the accumu-
lation. The routines recall the last specified value for the current
Line and display its value with the Line name (taken from the ALPHA
register). The value in the X-register after the prompt (new or old)
is then stored, rounded and accumulated (if specified). The register
index is incremented, if specified.

The following flags are manipulated:

flag 00 : set - non-input mode
clear - input mode

flag 05 : set - routine is for output
clear - routine is for input

flag 06 : set - in routine "S", indicates that the value is
not to be stored. Otherwise, set indicates that
the value is to be added to the accumulator.

clear = in "S" it enables the storage option. Other-
wise, it disables the accumulator.

flag 08 : set - disables incrementation of the register pointer.
clear - enables incrementation of the register pointer.

flag 12 : set - print double wide (for the printed program
identifier)

clear - print single wide
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flag 21 : set - enable the printer, cause program execution to halt
at display statements if the printer doesn't exist.

clear - disable the printer, disable halts at display
statements.

The following data registers are used directly:

00
27

register index for data manipulation
accumulator pointer
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LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

Ail+LEBL 0 print divider =i GTO IHD
B "====== a1 based on status

#H3 ASTO T dup ALPHA contents SelLBL 85 status = 5

B4 ARCL T S3T+LEBL G2 status = 3
H5 FS7? 55 printer? =S4 1i
as AVIEW =5+ $2800
By RETH S&6«LEBL G4 status = 4
aseLEBL “P~ input mode toggle S7+LEL @1 status = 1
H9 FC7C ag =2 &
i8 SF @a S99+ $3400
i1 BETH cAa+LBL a3 status = 3
iZ+«LEL =0~ program option 1 1 EZ

13 ASTO T query S
i4 =“FS5- &3 ETH .
15 ASTO Z subroutine label cdelLBL =S SUb’fraCt routine
16 =SCHED 55 RCL GO0 register index

i7 AFKCL T schedule name &6 2
18 = 7= &7 — two lines back
19 AOH &8 RCL IND line value
Za STOF stop for input = ]
21 AOFF 69 ML ny index
22 ASTO = user response 78 RIDHN dispose of index
23 =y~ Tl ¥o>y last line value
=4 ASTO ¥ Tz -
25 RB=Y7T response = "'Y''? T3 ®¥<{@a7z
=6 GTO IWND call routine 74 CL¥

= 75 FC7?7 @6 store?

27 RETH & STO IWND store in current
Zo«LBL “"uU*" initialize AR line
29 CF a5 input /output flag 77 GTO @& output
8 CF @6 store accum. flag TE+LEBL =WV~ output/no incre-
31 CF @Z increment flag ¥9 SF @58 ment
32 CF a9 ABS flag Sa«LBL "x" output w/incre-
23 SF 21 enable printer 21+LBL 86 ment
34 ADY 22 SF as from "'s"
325 AVIEH program identifier 83 "F= "~ output flag
25 ADY 24 GTO 88 indic;flggs output

37 CF 12 single wide print S5«LEBL "¥" step
38 1 Filing status 86 SF @6 nput w/accum.
9 STO B8 a7eLBL "Z" Thoutno/aceun’
48 RIDH accumulator index 85 CF a5 P ccum.
41 “STATS" 89 CF @8 outputT = = Increment reg ind

=2 H=a7 no accumulator? a@ “F: - indicates input

43 RTH 21 RCL IND last line va?ue44«LBL =T~ accumulator init. A '

3;__2: I?ZE: - store index g‘; ?EELBS non-input mode?

47 STO IND zero accumulator 94 PROMPT store/restore
27 95 STO IHND value
48 RTH aa
49«BL "HW" zero brkt amount 96 ASTO T line name
s 17 $1700 97 CLA
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LISTING COMMENTS LISTING COMMENTS

98 HAERECL
99 -l!_ [1]

1A+BL @@ common entry

181 ARCL X line value
1Az FC7? 55 no printer?

183 FS?C @5  output?
1Aa4 AVYIEHW
1a5 CLD
186 RHD
1a7y FS7?C Ao increment?

1ag ST+ IHD accumulate?
27
1ias FC?C @B increment?
118 ISGC Aa increment reg. index
111 EHND
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O HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:

PROGRAM REGISTERS NEEDED: 34 1982 TAXES

ROW 1 (1:3)

9ROW 2 (3:9)

14(9:

OARAT
A

ROW 3 : 14)

AA
ROW 4 (14 18)

i
ROW 5 (18 : 25)

AAARAA
ROW 6 (26 : 31)

LA
ROW 7 (31 40)

AAR
AA
T

(51: 61)

R
)

|

  

 

       

                                                              
ROW 9 (45 : 50)                 

    
(6                  

Il
ROW 8 (41 : 44)

Il

ROW 10

il |
ROW 11 (61:

e
12 (68 :77)

T
ROW 13 (78 81)

R
ROW 14 (82 : 85)

i
ROW 15 (86 : 90)

A
QIi
A

6 (90 96)

                                                             
ROW 16 (90 :

ROW 17 (97 : 103)

04 : 110)
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HEWLETT-PACKARD
SOLUTIONS BOOK:
1982 TAXES

ROW 19 (111: 111)
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NOTES



Hewlett-Packard Software

In terms of power and flexibility, the problem-solving potential of the HP-41 programmable
calculator is nearly limitless. And in order to see the practical side of this potential, HP has different
types of software to help save you time and programming effort. Every one of our software solutions
has been carefully selected to effectively increase your problem-solving potential. Chances are, we
already have the solutions you’re looking for.

Application Pacs

To increase the versatility of your HP-41, HP has an extensive library of “Application Pacs”.
These programs transform your HP-41 into a specialized calculator in seconds. Included in these
pacs are detailed manuals with examples, miniature plug-in Application Modules, and keyboard
overlays. Every Application Pac has been designed to extend the capabilities of the HP-41.

You can choose from:

Aviation (Pre-Flight Only) 00041-15018
Clinical Lab 00041-15024

Circuit Analysis 00041-15024
Financial Decisions 00041-15004

Mathematics 00041-15003

Structural Analysis 00041-15021
Surveying 00041-15005
Securities 00041-15026

Users’ Library

Statistics 00041-15002
Stress Analysis 00041-15027

Games 00041-15022

Home Management 00041-15023
Machine Design 00041-15020

Navigation 00041-15017

Real Estate 00041-15016
Thermal and Transport Science 00041-15019

Petroleum Fluids 00041-15039

The Users’ Library provides the best programs from contributors and makes them available to
you. By subscribing to the HP-41 Users’ Library you'll have at your fingertips literally hundreds of
different programs from many different application areas.

*Users’ Library Solutions Books

Hewlett-Packard offers a wide selection of Solutions Books complete with user instructions,
examples, and listings. These solution books will complement our other software offerings and
provide you with a valuable tool for program solutions.

You can choose from:

Business Stat/Marketing/Sales 00041-90094
Home Construction Estimating 00041-90096
Lending, Saving and Leasing 00041-90086

Real Estate 00041-90136
Small Business 00041-90137

Geometry 00041-90084
High-Level Math 00041-90083
Test Statistics 00041-90082

Antennas 00041-90093
Chemical Engineering 00041-90100

Control Systems 00041-90092
Electrical Engineering 00041-90088

Fluid Dynamics and Hydraulics 00041-90139
Games Il 00041-90443

Civil Engineering 00041-90089
Heating, Ventilating & Air Conditioning 00041-90140

Mechanical Engineering 00041-90090
Solar Engineering 00041-90138

Calendars 00041-90145
Cardiac/Pulmonary 00041-90097

Chemistry 00041-90102

Games 00041-90099
Optometry | (General) 00041-90143

Optometry Il (Contact Lens) 00041-90144

Physics 00041-90142
Surveying 00041-90141

Time Module Solutions 00041-90395

*Some books require additional memory modules to accomodate all programs.
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